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Date rape survtvor
speaks at JCU
Clare Taft
News Editor

"If we are ever gomg to have a day wahout rape, it's not going to be because of the
women in this room , n'sgomg to be because
of the men," said Katie Koestner, date rape
survivor and advocate when she addressed
John Carroll University on Sept. 27 in Kulas
Auditorium.
Koestner, a graduate of the College of
William and Mary was a freshman there
when she was assaulted by~ classmate she
had been dating. Koestner spoke to a near] y
full Kulas Auditorium about her experience eight years ago. Afte r a dinner date
with a fellow student, Peter, whom she had
beendatingsinceinthe beginning of school
they went back to Koestner's room. Koestner
described the events leading up to her rape.
After the dean of students at the College
of William and Mary refused to adequately
punish Peter, Koestner took her story to the
media Her rapist's pun ishment from the
dean of studentswashtsbetngba • 1edfTum
her dorm for the rest of the semester. "The
dean said, 'Katie, I think if you can get past
this, you two will make a really nice couple,"'
Koestner said.
Without the support of herparents,who

thought rape only occurs when a women is
assaulted by a stranger, Koestner went on
television talk shows and to college campuses to tell her story.
Contrary to some popular beliefs, most
rapes are date rapes. One in four women are
raped, and 84 percent of these rapes are
acqua 111 ta nee rape.
Koestner's presentatton, "He Said-She
Said," included an interactive portion presented by Brett Sokolow, a specialist in
sexual assault policy and law. Sokolow explained the legal definition of rape and then
presented two cases of possible rape for the
audience to try as a jury. Silence is not
consent as defined in rape laws. The first
case was in reference to communication
Students were invited to voice their opinions about the situation. The second case
involved alcohol. Alcohol is involved in 90 Katie Koestner, speaks to John Carroll University students in her presentation ''He
percent of campus rapes. People incapaci- Said--She Said," on the issue of date rape.
tated by alcohol or drugscannot consent to
sex, and therefore ra

1{:Jtfe

laws ar applicable.

~srnetl'dtd

a great JOb," said

John Ropar of universi ty counseling services. "Brett[Sokolow] was thought provoking. I was impressed by how many men in
the audience stood up and supported
women's point of view."

Th J'l'l!R'nnrtf01'1-•~ 1'"'8f'llm
developed by universitycounseli ngservices
and student affairs to raise rape awareness
onJCU's campus. According to Ropar, all
freshman were required toattend "HeSaidShe Said." In addition to the presentation,

Presidential address
Glynn discusses future of the university

untftf'3'ffycott
Mlm roevery freshman hall floor meeting to dts·
cuss date rape. "We do not have any thmg
else planned on the scale of "He Said-She
Said, but we are thinking of ideas to follow
it up," said Ropar.

New parking lot under
construction
City to close parking on streets when
new lot is complete
Meg Wolchko
Staff Reporter

Megan Hetman
Assistant News Editor
Addressing the future of
john Carroll University, Rev.
Edward Gl yn n,Sj .,acting president, presented his opening remarks to the I998-1999 academic year on Aug 28.
Glynn chose the occasion to
discuss the jesuit, Catholic, and
liberal arts traditions of John
Carroll, "since these are consti·
tutive elements of the Jesuit
mission and identity oft he university."
Thanking the faculty, starr,
and administration,Glynn recognized them for their continual "achievements of excellence that have made the university nationally recognized."
Glynn spoke on the importance of a liberal arts education.
"A quality liberal arts traditio n makes available to students
the educational op portunity to
gain an appreciation of the dignity, th e beauty, and the sacred-

ness of each individual human
person."

"The institution
... share[s] in the
mission of the
Society of
Jesusto teach
God's steadfast
presence... "
Specialization and career development without the permeation of a liberal arts tradition,
Glynn added, "leads to specialization without vision and thus
to persons, institutions (and ultimately, to cities, nations and a
pla net) without vision."

Glynn addressed the Catholic andJesuit aspects of the mission of JCU as a cooperation of
both traditions,sharing the mission of the Church and the Society of Jesus.
In the Catholic aspect, Glynn
said that the system of values
and relationships that constituteJCU "share in the Church's
mission and are shaped by the
Church's mission to proclaim
this love story of a steadfast
God."
Supporting the jesuit aspect
of John Carroll, Glynn added
that "the institution ... shards]
in the mission of the Society of
Jesus to teach God's steadfast
presence and transforming labor in human history and human lives...
According to Glynn, the mission of education at john Carroll rests within the motto of the
Society of j esus, Ad MaJorem Dei
Gloriam,for the greater glory of
God.

Iron gates, shuttles, a Campus
Safety Service Blazer, these are all
facets of the most discussed topic
on campus- parking.
Once again the powers-that-be
atjohnCarrollarealtering the look
and feel of parking, and ultimatly,
the campus.
Begining last Friday, Sept. 25,
construction of a new parking lot
began. The site, located on
Miramar Boulevard, will be built
between the dnveway of the Rodman Hall parking lot to the perimeter of Murphy Hall.
According to john Reali, director of plant services, the new parking lot will offer 81 addnional
spaces. The tentative completion
date is as early as the end of October, with the cost estimated near
$250,000.
According to Reali, it has not
yet been determined who will be
able to park in the newly created
spaces once the lot is completed.
"There is talk of plans to renovate
Rodman Hall into an administrative center over the summer, so 1
would speculate that those spaces
will most like! y be reserved for
administration and staff, but as

for thts year I cannot say," Reali
said.
However, with the addition of
the new lot, comes a loss of other,
currently available, parkmg
spaces.
Once the lot is completed, the
two hour parking permitted on
surrounding Umversity Heights
city streets will be prohibited.
Parking on South Belvoir
Boulevard will besull be permited
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Newsbriefs

Ann Dolgan

Sign-upsfortheSophomore/Junior trip to Toronto, begin
Oct.5incheAtrium. Depositsof$85aredueatthistime. The
trip will take place over the weekend of Nov. 13.

Marinello Little Theatre One Act
Plays
The John Carroll University One Act Plays begin this
weekend and run through Ocr. lL The One Act Plays are
"'Night Mother," directed by Keith Nagy, and 'Never turned
out to be four months,' written and directed by senior, Sig
Fuchs. They will be performed Oct. 2,3,8 and 9 at 8 p.m. and
Ocr. II at 2 p.m in the Marinello Little Theatre, located in the
DJ Lombardo Student Center. Call397-4428 for tickets.

]CU vs. Baldwin Wallace blood drive
John Carroll University is hosting its annual American
Red Cross blood drive Oct. 6. The event will take place in the
intramural gym from 9 a.m. to 6p.m. WJCU will be broadcasting livefrom the blood drive throughouttheday. Prizes
will be offered to all donors, with hourly raffle drawings
announced on the radio.
The blood drive will be a competition between John
Carroll and Baldwin Wallace College. This is the second
year of the com petition. The school with the more successful blood drive will receive a trophy. Baldwin Wallace was
last year's blood drive winner. The trophy wil1 be presented
at theJohnCarroll versus Baldwin Wallacefootballgameon
Oct.l7 at Wasmer Field.
All donors must beat least 17 years old,l05 pounds and in
good health. Anyone meeting those qualifications and who
has not donated blood since Aug.ll, is free to donate at this
time.
Any questions, contact Shirley Seiple at the American
Red Cross at524-44ll.

Newsbriefs were compiled by Clare Taft, News Editor
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JCU student runs for political office
Staff Reporter

Sophomore/junior Toronto trip is on

The Carroll News, October 1, 1998

While most JCU students are
focusing on academics, student
organizations or athletics, Mike
Kobylka is also concentrating on
launchmg a political career. The
JCU junior is running for State
House Representative in Ohio for
the 6lst district in Lorain.
After a friend got him involved
with the Ohio Republican Party,
Kobylka decided to run. "1 was
asked to run by rn y friend who is
the state of Ohio political director
for the Republican Party," said
Kobylka.
At the end of February,
Kobylka started pursuing the opportunity. He was unopposed in
the primary race that took place
on May 5. Now he will face Daniel
Metelsky, the Democratic incumbent in the Nov. 3 gene ral election.
The issues of the race center on
funding Ohio's schools. "The
schools need to be funded some
howl would like to see it done one
way or another," said Kobylka.

According to Kobylka, a winning campaign in the 6lst district
would cost anywhere between
$5,000 and $10,000. By sending
out fundraising letters, and havingaspaghettidinner, Kobylka has
raised approximately $1,500 .
Kobyl ka also received the endorsement , and a campaign contribution from Ohio Right to L1fe.
After working hard this summer campaigning, Kobylka said,
"The race is not looking very good ."
Since school has started he has had
to share his campaigning time
with academics.
In the event that he would win,
he would have to work something
out with john Carroll. He would
have to move to Col urn}:JUs, and
take some classes at eitlfer Capital
University or Ohio State University.
"My mom was always for it,'
said Kobylka. "My dad did not
want my campaign to interfere
with school, especially if I won.
Now, they are both behind me.'
Win or lose, Kobylka has been

very pleased with the whole experience.
"I have learned so much. In the
future, 1 may just stay behmd the
scenes of campaigns," Kobylka
said.
Kobylka has been involved in
political campaigns since he was
13. He worked in the 13th congressional district campaign of Greg
White in 1994 and he was Lorain
County's youth director fo r Bob
Dole's presidential campaign in
1996.
He is pleased with the support
from the state of Ohio, but a lit tle
disappomted with the help from
Lorain County.
"People have not taken me too
serious! y," Kobylk a said. After all,
he turned 20 thi s week. As far as
he knows, he is the youngest person to ever run for this position in
Ohio.
The political science major
plans to attend law school upon
graduation.
Currently Kobylka is president
of College Republicans atjCU.

Police Blotter
+ A student at john Carroll University was assaulted on Sept.l7 on john Carroll's campus by a
group of five youths who left Bellfairejewish Children's Bureau. Campus Safety Services refused
comment. Administrators at Bellfaire also refused comment.

+ The fraternity, Alpha Rho Omega hosted a party at the VFW hall in Willoughby Hills. The
police arrived during the evening to break up the party. No arrests were made.
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MEET YOUR MAJOR!
Attention freshmen and sophomores:
What do you know about your intended major?
What concentrations, minors, interdisciplinary program would best
complement your major?
What are your options?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

For answers to these and other questions regarding your major, come
to these Meet Your Major nights:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Accountancy
Art History and Humanities
Biology
Chemistry
Classic/ Modern Languages
Communications
Economics
Finance
Education and A1lied Studies
English
History
Mngmnt, Mrktng, Logistics
Math and Computer Science
Military Science
Philosophy
Poli tica1 Science
Psychology
Religious Studtes
Sociology

Wed.Oct.14
Tue. Oct. 20
Tue. Oct. 6
Wed. Oct. 28
Wed. Sept30
Wed. Oct. 7
Thurs Feb. 4,1999
Tue. Feb. 2, 1999
Wed.Oct 21
TBA
Tue Oct.lO
Wed.Oct28
Wed. Oct?
TBA
Thurs. Oct 8
Tue. Sept 22
Tue Ocr 13
Wed Ocr 27
1 hurs. Nov 'i

8 p.m.
7pm.
?p.m.
6p.m
4.30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7 p.m.

Murphy room
B-301
Murphy Room
SC256
AD226
TV Studio
President's Dining Room
President's Dining Room
Murphy Room

7 p.m.
430 p.m.
4:30p.m

B-272 (H tstory Dept.)
Faculty Dining Room
sc 168

5 p.m.
4p.m.
7pm
?p.m.
330 p.m

PL Conference Room
Poli Set. Dept.
Muprhy Room
Rei igtous St udtcs Dept
Soc1ology Dept

L----------------~----------------------------------~
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EdJrAMmr
Canada's
'Hip'
impress
Agora
crowd
by Mickey
Batyske
Wow' I guess lm back for
roundtwo.
.
If
h
Flrst anc ore most, t ere was
actually realcntenammenrhere
recent!)' I wam to commend a
johnCarrollorgJnlzation for puttlng together a very successful
event
The Black United Students
Associanon (BUSA) held a f:~ll
SOCial (whatever a SOC!alls) last
Friday and 1t was a tremendous
success.
Ihave seen a lot of ~hoolorga.
d h'
t th
mzanons try to o t tngs a e
Wolf and Pot in my years here,
an d I cannot recoIIect any that
have been as successful as this.
The place was literally packed
end-to-end and wall-to-wall
.
hadbya II(even
A[un t1mewas
those kidsacnnghardcore,sirnilar to how they act in the classroom environment QCU gangsters?)_
The lucky attendees moved
tothesoundsof the Diabolical Dj,
Steady Pace (and for just a moment,lalsograced the turntables)
lfyoudidn'tattendthisBUSA
evem(weallknowhowmost]CU
studentsare),donot miss the next
one.
Congratulations to BUSA for
ajobwelldone.
Smce this 1san entertal nrnent
colurnn, Ithought iWJuldshare
with you something I find very
entertain mg. Name! y, the lack of
a sidewalk in front of Hamlin.
Now. that is emena ining Let's

Aaron Baker
Entertamment Ed1tor

Probably Canada's most popuI
ar band, The Trag1cally H1p.
came to Cleveland's Agnra lheater last S;Jturday n1ght and
played a Simply ,1 rna: 1ng sf]ow
to a genera 11 y Cana d a-lov1ng
crow d.
Canadian rlags were hung
f
rom box seats 1n the ba Icon)', as
drunken fans m the packed loge
boxes screamed Tragically Hip
lyrics back and fo rth to each
other
Long before the band even hit
the stage, chants of "H 1pl" echoed through the Agora. It's been
said that the Tragically Hip are
to Canada what Pearl jam is to
America
Unfortunately, they haven't
gotten the exposure tn the U.S.
that they've received throughout
theH mus1cal careers tn Canada
Despite this, the band conttnues
to play at a number of venues to
an assortment of audiences
The band has played shows
to audiences of only five people
(Bloomington, Indiana 1n 1989),
but have also played to over
200,000 people (Holland Festival in 1992)
Through their 12 year career,
however, they have created much
more of a name for themselves
than most bands do.
The Hip are currently touring in the U.S. in support of their
seventh album,"Phantom Power,"
which is what brought them to
the Agora last Saturdav.
- 1 _
'

their last two studio albums. "Trouble at rhe
Henhouse" and "Phanrom Power··
The band rarely addressed the crowd and
JUSt kepr crankmg out
one song after another,
much to the1r fans' liktng

The pn in frant oft he
stage never stopped
bounctng t he entne
show.
less-thanThe
packed crowd responded extremely well
to every song that was
played. but the highlights of the show were
definitely their current
single, "Poets," which
was the song that officta 11 y got the crowd
rnovtng and a much
faster verswn of "A head
By a Century."
Other songs that did
more than keep the entire theater interested
included "Fireworks,"
"Emperor Penguin" and
"Samet hi ng On," from
which the title of their album,
Phantom Power, is drawn.
The opemng band, The
Watchmen, were definitely an
added surprise for the evening.
Not only were they very impressive, but they were from Canada,
which got a huge response from
the crowd when it was announced.

rnelod ic songs, a voca I solo from
thetr lead singer (which resulted
10 an ovation from the crowd)
and faster, more guitar-heavy
songs. The guitar solos and vocals were right on target throughout their performance.
The Watchmen weathered
scattered chants of "Hip!" and
stood and delivered an impres

canshaven'tdisc verede1therof
these great Canadian bands.
They deserve any and all Jttention that they get.
for more information 011 The
Tragically Hip, vrstl th~1,
l1omepage on the web at
www.thehip.co m
For more ir1Jormat10n on TIIP
Watchm e n, vt\11 the 1r hornepa~<'

dimiRMeas-~MM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

crosswalk from Hamlin Hall to
savesorneofJCU'srnost vital functions (ie., parking lots and other
dorms}
The true entertainment is
warching people walk around
like rntcein a maze to get to their
cars. Out the door of Hamlin,
down the street to Campion,
across the street to where the pool
is, back down the street toward
the parking lot, crossing the main
driveway to school (yeah, thats
much safer than Belvoir) and finally entering our incredibly
packed parking lot.
1think if you, as a paying student, contribute your valuable
time to this aerobic experience,
the least you should get is some
free Munch Money.lf you are still
crossing it the old-school way(i.e.,
fromHamlinacrossthenewgrass
seeds direct! y to the parking lot),
Isalute you.
Some random thoughts
1have beencontem plating this
for years, but ir never really carne
totheforefrontof my mind until
the other day: Aerosrnith really
sucks. Have they ever written a
songwithouta videoconceptfirst
in mind?
Cake (the band, not the food)
tsreallygood.Theysound like no
one else; a rarity in music these
days. Lad< for their new a] bum.
Didyouknowthatif you happen to be outside of some of the
dorms at around 4:00 a.m, the
USATodayguywill probably give
you a free paper?
Congratulationsonattending
the new moralcapital of the universe, john Carroll University.
Your parents are getting their
money's worth
See you next week.
Comments for Mickey can be
left at397-4398.

Nick Kovach
The Carroll News

It takes a great movie to
bring tears to my eyes. Only a
select few have been successfuL Among them, "The
Shawshank
Redemption,"
"Cool Hand Luke" and "Leaving Las Vegas" alike have all included a theme of total he! plessness in one's ltfe situation.
Despair is a tough issue to
tackle. It can get very boring
very quickly. That is one of the
reasons why "Permanent Midnight ," the latest film from the
vault of actor/director/producer, all-around Hollywood
hot commodity, Ben Stiller really made an impression on me,
even though it did not make me
cry. It was only an hour and
twenty-five minutes lo ng.
Why is it a positive for a film
to be that short you ask?
Well , as anyone who's ever
seen "Trainspotting" can tell
you, two and a half hours of
trauma, dead babies and heroin
withdrawal can really wear the
viewer out.
It's hard to watch someone
throw their life away, even on
screen. Which is exactly what
Stiller docs as Jerry Stahl, a
former head writer for such
popular television shows as
"Moonlighting," "A LF " and
"th irty-sornethi ng ."
Sta h 1 lived life coot inuall y
high, sometimes taking as
many as three or more fixes
(heroin addicts 'terminology

for injections) per day. His perpetua l h igh ruined his career,
family and overall life.
To quote Stahl, himself. "l
was making $5,000 a week to
support a $6,000 a week heroin
habit. "
The film opens with therecovering jerry working in the

Despair is a
tough issue
to tackle. It
can get very
boring very
quickly.
dnve-thru line of a fast food
restaurant, where he encounters the beautiful Kitty (played
excellently by"ER'alurn Maria
Bello)
Kitty happens to be driving
the wrong way though the line
and if that weren't enough, the
re staurant is already closed
anyway.
So she invites jerry to come
have a cup of coffee with her
and the plot is set. Next thing
you know they are naked and
enjoying themselves (without

Compared with Suller's
heroin) in a cheap motel.
Whenjerry is unable to per- other films currently in release,
form to his expectations, he "Permanent Midnight" looks
begins telling her stories about like "Citizen Kane", but don't
his days using Kitty identifies be fooled by the commercials.
with him, because she too was It is not a fun film to watch .
But if you think your life is
an addict and got clean seven
awful and have a couple hours
years prior.
So jerry tells all of the funny, to burn,"Permanent Midnight"
sad and pathetic tales that a will definitely change the way
heroin addict has to tell, with a you view your petty problems.
few Hollywood writer stories
scattered here and there.
Whether he was marrying
Sandra, a rather blase Elizabeth
Hurley, to get her a green card
or running full steam at the
windows of a twentieth floor
office, while high on crack, this
film is a little too black to be a
Directed By: Ben
black comedy, but has too
many laughs to be called a pity
Stiller
plea.
What it is, is a fast-paced
journey through the life of an
Starring: Ben Stiller,
addict and his triumphs , trials
Elizabeth Hurley,
and tribulations.
It will either disgust you to
Maria Bello, Jeneane
the point of walkJng out
Garafalo, and Owen
(which several crttics did), or
make you comprehend that
Wilson
maybe those "th is is your brain
on drugs" publtc service announcements really are true.
Running Time: 85
Well wrttten by Stahl himmmutes
self, "Permanent Midnight" is
anything but the "feel-good
movie of the year", but it does
Rated: R
get stellar performances from
Stiller and Bello, along with
hilanous cameos fromjeneane
Garafola and Jerry Stahl, himGrade: Aself as a doctor.

Permanent
Midnight

NEWS

News briefs
Sophomore/Junior Toronto trip is on
Sign-ups for the Sophomore/Junior tr ip to Toronto, begin
Oct.S m theA mum. Depositsof$85aredueatthistime. The
trip will take place over the weekend of Nov.l3.

Marinello Little Theatre One Act
Plays
The john Carroll University One Act Plays begin this
weekend and run through Oct. ll. The One Act Plays are
"'Night Mother," directed by Keith Nagy, and "Never turned
out to be four months," written and directed by senior, Sig
Fuchs. They will be performed Oct. 2,3,8 and 9 at 8 p.m. and
Oct.ll at 2 p.m. in the Marinello little Theatre, located in the
D]. Lombardo Student Center. Call397-4428 for tickets.

JCU vs. Baldwin Wallace blood drive
John Carroll University is hosting its annual American
Red Cross blood drive Oct. 6. The event will take place in the
intramural gym from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. WJCU will be broadcasting livefrom the blood drive throughout the day. Prizes
will be offered to all donors, with hourly raffle drawings
announced on the radio.
The blood drive will be a competition between john
Carroll and Baldwin Wallace College. This is the second
year of the competition. The school with the more successful blood drive will receive a trophy. Baldwin Wallace was
last year's blood drive winner. The trophy will be presented
at the]ohnCarroll versus Baldwin Wallacefootballgameon
Oct.l7 at Wasmer Field.
All donors must beat least 17 years old, lOS pounds and in
good health. Anyone meeting those qualifications and who
has not donated blood since Aug.ll, is free to donate at this
time.
Any questions, contact Shirley Seiple at the American
Red Cross at 524-4411.

Newsbriefs were compiled by Clare Taft, News Editor
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JCU student runs for political office
Ann Colgan
Staff Reporter
While most JCU students are
focusing on academics, student
organizations or athletics, Mike
Kobylka is also concent rating on
launching a political career. The
JCU junior is running for State
House Representative in Ohio for
the 6lst district in Lorain.
After a friendgot him involved
with the Ohio Republican P;my,
Kobylka decided to run. "1 was
asked to run by my friend who is
the state of Ohio political director
for the Republican Party,' said
Kobylka.
At the end of February,
Kobylka started pursuing the opportunity. He was unopposed in
the primary race that took place
on May 5. Now he will face Daniel
Metelsky, the Democratic incumbent in the Nov. 3 general election.
The issues of the race center on
funding Ohio's schools. 'The
schools need to be funded some
how.lwouldlikeroseeitdoneone
way or another,' said Kobylka.

According to Kobylka, a winning campaign in the 6lst district
would cost anyw here between
$5,000 and $10,000. By sendmg
out fundraising letters, and havingaspaghenidinner,Kobylka has
ra ised approximately $1,500.
Kobyl ka also received the endorsement, and a campaign contribution from Ohio Right to Life.
After working hard this summer campaigning, Kobylka said,
"The race is not looking very good ."
Since school has started he has had
to share his campaigning time
with academics.
1n the event that he would win,
he would have to work something
out with john Carroll. He would
have to move to Columpus, and
take some classes at eitrfer Capital
University or Ohio State University
' My mom was always for it,"
said Kobylka. "My dad did not
want my campaign to interfere
with school, especially if 1 won .
Now. they are both behind me.'
Win or lose. Kobylka has been

very pleased with the whole experience.
"1have learned so much. in the
future. I may just stay behind the
scenes of campaigns," Kobylka
said.
Kobylka has been involved in
political campaigns since he was
13. He worked in rhe 13th congressional district campaign of Greg
White in 1994 and he was Lorain
County's youth director for Bob
Dole's presidential campaign in
1996.
He is pleased with the support
from the state of Ohio, but a lit de
disappointed with the help from
Lorain County.
"People have not taken me too
serious ly,"Ko bylka said. Afterall,
he turned 20 this week. As far as
he knows, he is the youngest person to ever run for this position in
Ohio.
The political science major
plans to attend law school upon
graduation.
Currently Kobylka is president
of College Republicans atJCU.

Police Blotter
+ A student at john Carroll University was assaulted on Sep~.l7 on john Carroll's campus by a
group of ftvc youths who left Bellfairejewish Children's Bureau. Campus Safety Services refused
comment. Administrators at Bellfaire also refused comment.

+ The fraternity, Alpha Rho Omega hosted a party at the V.F.W hall in Willoughby Hills. The
police arrived during the evening to break up the party. No arrests were made.
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i MEET YOUR MAJOR!
I

:

Attention freshmen and sophomores:
What do you know about your intended major?
W hat concentrations, minors, interdisciplinary program would best
complement your major?
What are your options?

For answers to these and other questions regarding your major, come
to these Meet Your Major nights:

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Accountancy
Art History and Humanities
Biology
Chemistry
Classic/ Modern Languages
Communications
Economics
Finance
Education and Allied Studies
English
History
Mngmnt, Mrktng, Logistics
Math and Computer Science
Military Science
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Re1igious Studies
Sociology

Wed.Oct.14
Tue. Oct. 20
Tue. Oct. 6
Wed.Oct.28
Wed. Sept 30
Wed Oct. 7
Thurs Feb 4, 1999
Tue. Feb. 2, 1999
Wed Oct. 21
TBA
Tue Oct.lO
Wed. Oct. 28
Wed. Oct. 7
TBA
Thurs. Oct. 8
Tue. Sept. 22
lue Ocr 13
Wed Ou.27
1 bu rs Nm 5

Bp.m.
7pm.
?p.m.
6p.m
4.30 p.m.
?p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
?p.m.

Murphy room
B-301
Murphy Room
SC256
AD226
TV Studio
President's Dining Room
President's Dining Room
Murphy Room

?p.m.
4.30 p.m.
4:30pm.

B-272 (History Dept.)
Faculty Dining Room
SC168

5p.m.
4p.m.
7 pm.
?p.m.
330 pm

PL Conference Room
Poli. SCI. Dept
Muprh)' Room
Religious Studies Dept
Soc1ology Dept.

1
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EdrrA_i'
M
NT
Canada's
'Hip'
impress
Agora
crowd
by M1.ckey
Batyske

ment,lalsogracedtheturmables).
lfyoudidn'tarrendthisBUSA
event(weallknowhowmostjCU
studemsare),donotmissrhenext
one.
CongratulationstoBUSAfor
ap· bwelldone.
Smcelhis tsanentertamment
column,ithoughtlwouldshare
withyousomethingifindvery
entertaining Namely, the lack of
a sidewalk in from of Hamlin.
. .
L ,
h .
N

Long before the band even h11
the stage, chants of "Hip!" echoed through the Agora. it's been
said that the Tragically Hip are
to Canada what Pearl jam is to
America.
Unfortunately, they haven't
gotten the exposure in the U.S.
that they've received throughout
the1r musical careers in Canada.
Despite this, the band continues
to play at a number of venues to
an assortment of aud 1ences
The band has played shows
to audiences of only five people
(Bloomington, In diana 111 1989),
but have also played to over
200.000 people (Holland Festival in 1992).
Through their 12 year career,
however,theyhavecreatedmuch
more of a name for themselves
than most bands do.
The Hip are currently touringintheU.S.insupponoftheir
seventhalbum,"Phantom Power,"
which is what brought them to
the Agora last Saturday.

their last two stud to albums, "Trouble at the
Henhouse" and "Ph an
tom Power"
The band rare!\! Jddressed the crowd' and
JU t kept cranking out
one song after another
much to their fans' ltk-·
mg
·
The pttin front of the
stage never stopped
bounct ng the en me
show.
The
less -thanpacked crowd re
spondedextreme!)' well
to e\'ery song that was
played but the h1gh
•
lights of the show were
· current
d er·mite l Yt hell'
single, "Poets," which
was the song that officia 11 y got the crowd
·
movtng
an d a muc h
fasterverswnof"Ahead
By a Cen tur y."
Othe r son gs th at d t'd
more tha n keep the enti re theater interested
i
Included "Ftre\"Orks"
·•
·
"Emperor Penguin" and are shown here, standing in front of metal
"Some thmg On," from
which the title of their a! bum, melodic songs, a vocal solo from
Phantom Power, is drawn.
theirleadsinger(whichresulted
The opentng band , The inanovationfromthecrowd)
Watchmen , were definitely an and faster, more guitar-heavy
· •Or
r
·
·
add ed surpnse
t he evenmg.
songs. Th e guitar
so los :~n d voNotonlyweretheyveryimpres- calswererightontargetthroughsive,buttheywerefromCanada, outtheirperformance.
which got a huge response from
The Watchmen weathered
the crowd when it was an- scattered chants of "Hipl" and
nounced
stood and delivered an impres·

crosswalk from Hamlm Hall to

encore sl\ow arew largely !rom

mmute set tnat

Nick Kovach
The Carroll News
lt takes a great movie to
bring tears to my eyes Only a
select few have been successful. Among them, "The
Shawshank
Redempt ion,"
"Cool Hand Luke" and "Leaving Las Vegas" a! ike have all in cluded a theme of total helplessness in one's life situation.
Despair is a tough issue to
tackle. It can get very boring
very quickly. That is one of the
reasons why "Permanent Midnight," th e latest film from the
vault of actor/director/producer, all-around Hollywood
hot commodity, Ben Stiller re ally made an impression on me,
even though it did not make me
cry. 1t was only an hour and
twenty-five minutes long.
Why is it a positive for a film
to be that short you ask?
Well, as anyone who's ever
seen "Trainspotting" can tell
you, two and a ha If hours of
trauma, dead babies and heroin
withdrawal can really wear the
viewer out.
It 's hard to watch someone
throw their life away, even on
screen . Which is exactly what
Stiller does as jerry Stahl, a
former head writer for such
popular television shows as
"Moonlighting: "ALF" and
"thirry-someth ing."
Stahl lived life continually
high , sometimes taking as
many as three or more fixes
(heroin addicts 'terminology

for injections) per day. His perpetual high rumed his career,
family and overall hfe.
To quote Stahl , himself. "I
was making $5,000 a week to
support a $6,000 a week heroin
habit."
The film opens with therecovering Jerry working in the

Wowl I guess lm
roundmu

bo.~c k·

Ior

Ftrst and foremost. there was
actually real cmcnatument here
recemly l want to commend a
JohnCarrollorgan[zationforputrmg together a very '>uccessful
event
The Black Umtcd Srudems
Association (BUSA) held a fall
soctal (whatever a socialts) last
Friday and it was a tremendous
success.
Ihave seena lotof schoolorganizanons try to do things at the
Wolf and Pot m my years here,
and l cannot recollect any that
have been as successful as this.
The place was literally packed
end-to-end and wall-to-wall.
Afunumewashadbyall(even
those kidsacnnghardcore.simiJar to how they act in the classroom environment (JCU gangsters7J.
The lucky attendees moved
tothesoundsoftheDiabolicalDj,
Steady Pace (and for just a mo-

Aaron Baker
Entertamment Editor
Probably Canada's most popul
ar band. The Trag1call)' Htp.
came to Cle,·elands .Agora Theater last Saturday ntght and
p1ayed a simp.y ama:mg show
ro a g~nerally Canada-lov1ng
crowd.
Canadian flags were hung
from box sears In the bale on)' as
drunken fa ns in the packed loge
boxes screamed Tragically Hip
lyrics back and fonh to each
other

e1:;~11115il!l.eieonllllteal~Mt'al'l!mM'R11 g,..,lll!le~ts,...~~T~rh~e:l'~~"~nr1~<>l~11!"0~·-m~~;·,"~"~'e~·~LLw~o-~,
savesomeofjClJsmostvitalfunctions (i.e., parking lots and other
dorms).
The true entertainment is
watching people walk around
like mtcein a maze to get to their
cars. Out the doer of Hamlin,
down the street to Campion,
across the street towherethe pool
is, back down the street toward
the parking lot,crossing the main
driveway to school (yeah, that's
much safer than Belvoir) and finally entering our incredibly
packed parking lot.
1think if you, as a paying student. contribute your valuable
rime to this aerobic experience,
the least you should get is some
free Munch Money lf you are still
crossing it the old-school way(i.e.,
fromHamlinacrossthenewgrass
seeds directly to the parking lot),
Isalute you
Some random thoughts:
1have beencontempla ring this
for years, but it never really came
to the forefront of my mind unt1 l
the or her day: Aerosmith really
sucks Have they ever written a
songwithouta videoconceptfirst
tn mind7
Cake (the band, not the food)
ts really good. They sound like no
one else; a rarity in music these
days. Lad< for their new album.
Didyouknowthatif you happen to be outside of some of the
dorms at around 4:00 a.m., the
USATodayguywillprobablygive
you a free paper?
Congratulationsonattending
the new moralcap1talof the universe, john Carroll University:
Your parents are getting their
money's worth.
See you next week.
Comments for Mickey can be
leftat397-4398.

a.d ·

cans haven't discove red etther of
these great Canadian bands .
Theydeserveanyandallauention that they get.
For more lll.lormaClMl
.~
on The>
Tragically Htp, v 111 t the 11
homepage on the web at
www.thehip.com.
For more 1njormatwn on T!le
Watchmen vi11t the1r hom'' I'''·''('
I ·

•

'·'

tncruac~s~r-llilitJ'Ii!fi~H~til"l!fl!~""~..--....jjl!tliiJ;.il..lliiiiliiJ•IIM•III
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Despair is a
tough issue
to tackle. It
can get very
boring very
quickly.
drive-thru line of a fast food
restaurant, where he encounters the beautiful Kitty (played
excellently by "ER" a I urn Maria
Bello).
Kitty happens to be driving
the wrong way though the line
and if that weren't enough, the
restaurant is already closed
anyway.
So she invites jerry to come
have a cup of coffee with her
and the plot is set. Next thing
you know they are naked and
enjoying themselves (without

heroin) in a cheap motel.
When jerry is unable to perform to his expectations, he
begins telling her stories about
his days using. Kitty identifies
with him, because she too was
an addict and got clean seven
years prior.
So Jerry tells all of the funny,
sad and pathetic tales tha t a
heroin addict has to tell, with a
few Hall ywood writer stories
scattered here and there.
Whether he was mar rying
Sandra, a rather blase Elizabeth
Hurley, to get her a green card
or running fu ll steam a t the
windows of a twentieth floor
office, while high on crack, this
film is a little too black to be a
black comedy, but has too
many laughs to be called a pity
plea.
What it is, is a fast-paced
journey through the life of an
addict and his triumphs, trials
and tribulations.
It wtll either disgust you to
t he point of walking out
(which several critics did), or
make you comprehend that
maybe those "this is your brain
on drugs" public service announcements really are true.
Well written by Stali I himself, "Permanent Midnight" is
anything bur the "feel-good
movie of the year". but it does
get stellar performances from
Stiller and Bello, along with
hilarious cameos fromJeneane
Garafalo and Jerry Stahl, himself as a doctor

Compa red wtth Stiller's
other films currently in release ,
"Permanent Mtdnight" looks
like "Citizen Kane", but don 't
be fooled by th e commercia ls
It is not a fun film to watch.
But if you think you r life ts
awful and have a couple hours
to burn, "Permanent Midnight "
will definitely change rhe way
you view your petty problems.

Permanent
Midnight
Directed By: Ben
Stiller
Starring: Ben Stiller,
Elizabeth Hurley,
Maria Bello, Jeneane
Garafola, and Owen
Wilson
Running Time: 85
minutes
Rated: R
Grade: A-
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'Free Tibet' raises awareness, stars fail to deliver message
Aaron Baker
Entertainment Editor

Tibet is being brutally occupied by China and ts m need of
help from any country willing to
do so. So, who's the only group of
people wil ling to help in the
United States? That's right: the
rock stars
The film documentary, Free
Tibet, which is funded and created by The Mtlarepa Fund does
serve to provide some information
on the occupation of Tibet by
China.
However, the film is mainly focused on the annual Tibetan Freedom Concert, which on the year
that the filmmg took place (1996),
occurred at Golden Gate Park in
San Franctsco.
A II proceeds from this concert
go to beneftt the cause to free Tibet.
The film features performances
from mostly alternative ac ts, indudtng Beck, Foo Fighters, The
Beastie Boys, Sonic Youth , A Tribe
Called Quest, The Fug~es, Buddy
Guy. Pavement, Red Hot Chili Peppers,TheSmashingPumpkinsand
Rage Against the Machine.
The group most adamantly
concerned with the situation in

Tibet is obvious! y the Beastte Boys,
and more accurately, Adam Yauch.
The Beastie Boys and the
Milarepa Fund are most responsible for the formation of the Tibetan Freedom Concert.
This film , in its purely informational parts, does provide a
good source of informatton on Tibet. Unfortunately, the rock stars
(the people most likely to attract
attention) are not as informational.
The Foo Fighters, for instance,
paid little anention to the reason
they were at the concert. When
first stepping on stage, they said
they'd call themselves the "Freedom Fighters" for a day Thts was
said just seconds before they
launched into the first song of
their set, and this small statement
was lost in the music immediately
Rage Against the Machine's
lead singer,Zach de Ia Rocha, made
an extended political statement
about not only the snuation inTibet, but also a political situation
m Mexico dunng "Bullet in the
Head."
But, seemingly to fit in their
commercial hit "Bulls on Parade,"
this statement was cut from the
film.
Stars outside of Rage Against

the Machine, Sean Lennon, Yoko
Ono and the Beastie Boys seemed
to be participating in the event
only half -hearredly, and were
there for the fun of it, more than
for the cause.
The fi lm even makes light of
Tibetan culture At one time, an
interviewer asked a younger Tibetan monk fora comment on the
musical acts thus far, when it was
obvious that he could bareIyspeak
English at all. The audience is
likely to laugh at this point and
lose the focus of the true reason for
th ts film , whi ch is to raise awareness, mostly m America, of the
situation in Tibet.
While many of the stars of this
film don't seem to understand the
seriousness of what is happening
in Tibet, the cause itself, headed
by the Beastie Boys and the
Milarepa Fund is commendable.
Anytime thisnumbe rof musical groups is willing to get together
for any political cause, their voice
is one worth, at the very least, listening to, if not adamantly supporting.
For more informatio n on the
cause to "Free Tibet," visit the
Milarepa Fund 's homepage at
www.milarepa.org.

VoMetta Hyde fro111 Jellze
Monte Bell
Staff Reporter

Yo nett a Hyde, a 20-year-old junior, who is part of the lnternattonal Foreign Exchange program at john
Carroll Universi ty said, "The country of Bel ize is mfluenced by Untted States cultural msmuuon such as
cable television , American baseball, blue jeans and popular music." Belize is a small country near Mextco
whose economy survives on tourism and the exportation of sugar and bananas.
"Belize has a lot of diverse cultures, with mixed races of Mexicans, Indians and Creoles," said Hyde of the
make-up of Belize's populauon "There aren 't a lot of Caucasians in Belize, and when I first came to john
Carroll! felt like a mmority."
Hyde has been in the United States for onlya month. She received a scholarship from St.j~hn's College m
Belize. "l chose john Carroll over s1x other umversmes because of tts bberal arts educatton, Hyde satd.
Hyde has an English major and is attemptingto gain a minor in communications,;
.
"I'm not sure if l will finish my minor, but l wtll take some courses before leavt ng, Hyde sat d.
"john Ca rroll is wonderful, lli vein Bernet and it's the best. My roommates are just great," Hyde said, "I love
the United States and plan to see many movies this year because there aren't movie theaters in Belize."
As for her future, Hyde plans to go to law school in the Carribbean or England.

Mayuko Yoshida fro11t Japan

Sonic Youth's Thurston Moore plays in front of the Tibetan
National Flag at the Tibetan Freedom Concert in "Free Tibet"

Natasha Marin

'What Dreams May Come" may be worth seeing
'Hewo, and Wcwcome to
Mov11:Fone . You have selec ted
'WitacDreamsMayCome.' ljchisis
correct, press one ·
Beep
"What Dreams May Come' stars
Robin WilliamsandCu.baGooding,
R1'!<l"DYtft a
1Gtlwm'IQ
lon tght at 5 ·J5,7.JOa nJ9 -f5 Thanh

you for ca1/ing Movie Fane.'
Tim· 'Wow Robm and Cuba
together 1n the same movie. I bet
that wtll be hilanous. It' ll be like
Mrs Doubtfire show ing me the
moneyt '
usie. 'Ha Ha. You're right. lt
wtllbesofunny. Andl'mreallyin
the mood for a comedy'
T1m. 'You shou ld be. This
corned ywill help raise your spirits
after failing out of school today
and losing your cat to Lyme Dtsease last night.'
Susie· 'O.K. Let's go.'
Poor T1m and Susie
'What Dreams MayCome'is no
comedy. Even though the two stars
are well known for their comedtc
performa nces tn the past, this
mov 1e is far from funny.
That's okay, though, because it's
not meant to me a comedy.
Actually, it's kind of weird and
I'm not sure what it was meant to
be. It's kind of a love story, a dea th
story, an afterltfe story, an action
movie and a fantasy all at the same
time Oh,andthereareafewfunny
lines here and there.
Th1s is the story about a man
and his true love. This is a story
about a man losing his true love.
This is a story about a man fighting tremendous odds to find that
true love again.
This movie is much different
than the typical, "We were meant
for each other-I need you-1 can't be
without you-Great you left me and
now I'm miserable alone movie.
'What Dreams May Come' examines all those aspects, but from
the afterlife. Williams' character
dies and fights to find his earthbound wife from his own personal
heaven When she kills her self. he
risks the spooky depths of hell to

Staff Reporter

Lack of hours, not enough money, not enough time?
.
.
, .
While these may be some reasonswhystudentsquit their jobs, Mayuko Yoshtda qUJt her bank .JOb mjapan
to travel overseas with her family five months ago.
.
.
Born in Tokyo,Japan, 22-year-old Mayuko entered john Carroll University as a juntor thts semester as a
sociology major. Before coming to the United States, Yoshida spent twoyears m the Untted Kmgdomand notes
that, "People are more friendly in the United States." Accordmgto Yosh1da,japanese and Amwcan culture are
dramatically different, but "unexplainable."
.
.
As for the Carroll community, Yoshida fee1s that, "because there are not too many mternauon:l l >t udcnts,

find her, even though the heavenly beings told him it was impossible.
I'll let you guess the ending.
The sets in the afterworlds are
quite impressive with their colors
and the moods they add to the
.

n

W\\li

.

nd

A n nabella ScJOrra IS exce ptiOnal
and they seem to complement
eac h other well on the screen.
Gooding is funny, but he just is
not that convincing during the
te nse and emotional moments, of
which there are plenty.
Poor Tim and Susie They wem
for a comedy and they got a tearjerker.
Need less tosay,Susie ki lied Tim
and is now more imbala nced than
the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
'What Dreams May Come' is
one of those movies you need to be
in the right mood for
Susie: 'I'll never see a Robin
Williams movie again!'
-Tom O'Konowitz

John Pugan, JCU studeMt

Coo Coo Dolls fail to shine
The song revealed a much more
sensitive side of the band , which
Assistant Entertainment Editor
The Goo Goo Dolls sixth album, was something that was never ex"Dizzy Up the Girl" was released pected of them.
Another hit off their CD is
last week to expectations of being
"Slide"
which is considered to be
a sensational album, with a brave
new sound. Unfortunately, that one of their stronger songs, with
new sound has yet to come into its fast beat and catchy opening.
The Goos realize that their alplay.
bum
is far different than the rest ,
Robby Takac, the band's bassist /vocalist, stated, "We've done but their goal was to create analthings that were real! yin your face, bum with a little more feeling and
and we wanted to do something a little more maturity. Even
different this time." Different to though it was a little disappointthem, perhaps, but for the fans it ing to the fans that were expecting
the usual Goo music.
was a little more disappointing.
The emotional side of their
The band's usually gutwrenching music took a turn- music really takes hold on this alaround on this album with music bum. ln the song "Black Balloon,"
that was a little more easygoing, it talks about the emotional trials
of a mystery woman. ls this the
but hardly new in any sense.
This time the Goo Goo Dolls woman, who may be the girl being
went smooth, with songs such as "dizzied up"? Perhaps so.
Although many people were
"Iris" which was featured in the
blockbuster movie City of Angels. slightly disappointed in the Goo
Amy Gualtieri

Directed By: Vincent
Ward
Starring: Robin
Williams, Cuba
Gooding, Jr.,
andAnnabella Sciorra
Running Time: 110
minutes
Rated: R
Grade: B

Opens tomorrow at
theaters nationwide.

~

'

'

'

McDonald's
.
db
• ·I
Yoshida also commented on the American bar scene. In japan, when gomg to clubs an ars, gtr s are
expected to dress up and dresscoolfor the boys." At Club 1148 in the Flats, she wassurpnsed rosee such casual
.
d
··
dress on the part of the females.
Considering herself different than many japanese women, Yoshida looks at ~tudytng abroa as a posmve
experience. She hopes that her friends back home think the same, but fears thatfmdmga jobwhen she ret urns
to japan will be difficult.
.
Yoshida intends stay in Cleveland for two years with her fami ly before returnmg to japan.

Robin Williams and Annabella Sciarra star as Chris and Annie Nielsen in 'What Dreams May Come"

What Dreams
May Come

.

sometimes arguing) with her a visor and professors, she gets er point across an gets w a s e n
accomplished.
. .
11 f · d h
Due to her living off campus, Yoshida remarks that it's been dtfftcult to form john Carro nen s tps
However, the friends she met at Case ~stern Reserve Universnyduringa sum mer program have shown her
the sights of Cleveland.
.
d· h
Besides the trips to Tower City and the movie theaters, one of her favonte parts of Clevelan ts t e trtps to

Goo Dolls display of maturity on
this album, it has manywell-written hits that are sure to give it a
push to the top. "Full Forever" and
"Bu!let Proof" are excellent songs
tha t are full of energy and have
that special tw ist that make them
capable of being more great hits of
the Goo.
Some may say that theGooGoo
Dolls really could have done a better job on this album, but others
will say that it is a great move forward in their music. The "new"
sound may not be there but their
version of what may seem new to
them, is a great accomplishment.
Whatever the case may be, the
album is out there, and it is making a statement of truth- that the
Goos are really growing up and
their music is telling the world.
Find out more about the band
at
their
homepage
at
www.googoodo lls.co m

Autumne Bowser
Staff Reporter

Now that we have a view of the United States from exchange students' eyes, we can balance that with a view
of a foreign cou ntry from American eyes.
.
. .
Senior John Dugan was in. Georgetown, Guyana in South America ove r the summer for an mternsh1p wtth
the State Depa rtment. While working for the State Department, he also volunteered at The S1sters of Mercy, St
john Bosco orphanage.
f
.
.
b
d
At the embassy, Dugan designed mternet pages, researched and prepared brie son mcommg am assa ors.
He prepared human rights reports and helped organize a Fourth of july technology fatr.
f
While volunteering at the orphanage, Dugan planned on setting up internet pages also, but because o a
wer failure, ended up reading to the children instead , whtch he sa1d was much more reward1ng.
po Dugan noted that everyday life in Guyana was different for someone who was so accustomed to paved roads
and street lights. "All inhabitants of this country are poor, as opposed to somewhere like Ecaudor where there
is a dtv tsion between the upper class and lower class, Dugan sa1d. . .
.
.
.
"Livmg in a third world country, even if for only a short period of ume 1squtte ~n expenence, people live tn
tin houses and there is no sewage. There is a canal in front of the houses and thats where all the sewage goes.
Anditwouldfloodifitrained ," hesaid .
h . d
d
Dugan was shocked by the conditions that people were living in,"There were bugs, cockroac es, 1tzar san
ants everywhere" he remembered vividly.
ld
The livingco~ditions weren't the only thingD~gan had to get used to, "The heat was unbearable. Trees wou
spontaneously catch on fire because of the heat, he explamed.
.
. •
Education was minimal and Dugan explained that Guyana had what they called a bratn dram, All the
intelligent people left and took education with them and those that were intelligent, but left behmd wlll go to
schools in other cities or even other countnes."
. l
Even though Dugan has studied Spanish for seven years before leaving for Guyana, there was su 11 a anguage
barrier. Guyana is the only country in South America that has English as their pnmary Ia nguage, however ttts
Creole English often with a jamaican inflection.
.
.
U n grad~a tion , Dugan plans to take a posinon wnh Stanley and Associates, a pnvate cont racung
com::ny where he will be doing computer updates working out of Washmgton., D.C. for two weeks and then
periodtcally spend ing two weeks out of the country at dtffere nt embasstes.
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'Free Tibet' raises awareness, stars fail to deliver message
Aaron Baker

Tibet is obviously the Beastie Boys,
and moreaccurately,Adam Yauch.
Tibet is bemg brutally occuThe Beasue Boys and the
pied by China and is in need of Milarepa Fund are most responhelp from any country willing to sible for the formation of the Tido so. So, who's the only group of betan Freedom Concert.
people willing to help in the
This film , in its purely mforUnited States? That's nght: the mationa l parts, does provide a
rock stars.
good source of mformation on TiThe film documentary, Free ber. Unfortunately, th e rock stars
Tibet, which IS funded and cre- (the people most likely to attract
ated by The Milarepa Fund does attennon)are not as informational.
serve to provide some in for marion
The Foo Figh ters, for instance,
on the occupa tion of Tibet by paid little attention to the reason
China
they were at the concert. When
However, the film is mainly fo~ fi rst stepping on stage, they sa1d
cused on the annual Tibetan Free- they'd call themselves the "Freedom Concert, wh1ch on the year dom Ftghters" for a day. This was
that the filming took place (1996), said just seconds before they
occurred at Golden Gate Park in launched into the first song of
San Francisco.
their set, and this small statement
All proceeds from this concert was lost in the music Immediately.
go to benefit the cause to free TiRage Against the Machine's
bet
leadsinger,Zachde Ia Rocha, made
The film features performances an extended political statement
from mostly alternative acts, in- about not only the situation inTicluding: Beck, Foo Fighters, The bet, bur also a political situation
Beast 1e Boys, Sonic Youth, A Tribe in Mexico during "Bul1et in the
Called Quest, The Fuge,es, Buddy Head."
Guy,Pavement, Red Hot Chili PepBut, seemingly to fit in their
pers, TheSmash1 ngPumpkmsa nd commercial hit "Bulls on Parade,"
Rage Against the Machine.
t h1s statement was cut from the
The group most adamantly film.
concerned with the situation in
Stars outside of Rage Against
Entertamment Editor

the Machine, Sean Lennon, Yoko
Ono and the Beastie Boys seemed
to be participating in the event
only half-heartedly, and were
there for the fun of it, more than
for theca use.
The film even makes light of
Tibetan culture. At one time, an
interviewer asked a younger Tibetan monk for acommenton the
musical ac ts thus far, when H was
obvious that he could barely speak
English at a II. The audience is
likely to laugh at this point and
lose the focus of the true reason for
this film. which is to raise awareness, most! y m America, of the
situation in Tibet.
While many of the stars of this
film don't seem to understand the
seriousness of what is happening
in Tibet, the cause itself, headed
by the Beastie Boys and the
Milarepa fund is commendable.
Anytime this number of musical groups is willing to get together
for any political cause, their voice
is one worth, at the very least, listening to, if not adamantly supporting.
for more information on the
cause to "Free Tibet," visit the
Milarepa Fund's homepage at
www. miIarepa.org.

Monte Bell
Staff Reporter

Von etta Hyde, a 20-year-old junior, who is part of the lnternano~al Foreign Exchan~e program at john
Carroll University said, "The country of Belize is influenced by United States cultural mstnutton such as
cable television, American baseball, blue jeans and popular music." Belize is a small country near Mex1co
whose economy survives on tourism and the exportation of sugar and bananas.
, .
''Belize has a lot of diverse cultures, with mixed races of Mex1cans, lndmns and Creoles, sa1d Hyde of the
make-up of Belize's population "There aren't a lot of Caucasians in Behze, and when l first came to john
Carroll I felt like a minority."
.
,
.
Hyde has been in the United States for on lya month.She rece 1ved a scholarship from St.J?,h ns College In
Belize. "I chose john Carroll over six other umversmes because of Its liberal arts education, Hyde sa1d.
.
Hyde has an English major and is attemptingto gain a minor in communications,;
"I'm not sure if I will finish my minor, but I will take some courses before leavmg, Hyde sa1d.
'john Carroll is wonder[ ul, Ilive in Bernet and it's the best. My roommates are just great," Hyde said, "]Jove
the Uni ted States and plan to see many movies this yea r because there aren't movie theaters in Belize."
As for her future , Hyde plans to go to law school in the Carribbean or England

Mayuko Yoshida fro• Japatt

Sonic Youth's Thurston Moore plays in front of the Tibetan
National Flag at the Tibetan Freedom Concert in "Free Tibet"

Natasha Marin

'What Dreams May Come" may be worth seeing
'Hewo. and Wewcome 10
Movt eFone You have selected
'WhatDream sMayCome .' Ifthisis
correcr , press one.'
Beep.
''What Dreams May Come' stars
Robin WilliamsandCubaGooding.
.
1~••~•n
tomghcat 5.15,7:30and9. -15 7 hanh
youforcalfing Movie Fone.'
Tim: 'Wow Robm and Cuba
together m the same movie. I bet
that will be hilarious. It'll be like
Mrs. Doubtfire showing me the
money!'
Sus1e: '1-la Ha. You're right. It
will be so funny. And I'm really1n
the mood for a comedy.'
Ttm ··You should be. This
comedy will help raise your spirits
after failrng out of school wday
and losing your cat lO Lyme Disease last night"
Susie: ·ox Let's go.'
Poor Tun and Susie
'What DreamsMayCome' is no
comedy. Eventhoughthetwostars
are well known for their comedic
performances in the past, thts
movie tsfar from funny.
That's okay, though, because it's
not meant to me a comedy
Accually, it's kind of weird and
I'm not sure what it was meant to
be. It's kind of a love story, a cleat h
story. an afterlife story, an action
movie and a fantasy all at the same
time Oh,and there area few funny
lines here and there.
This is the story about a man
and his true love. This is a story
about a man losing his true love.
This is a story about a man fighting tremendous odds to find that
true love again.
This movie is much different
than the typical, 'We were meant
for each other-! need you-! can't be
without you-Great you left me and
now I'm miserable alone movie.
'What Dreams May Come' examines all those aspects, bur from
the afterlife. Williams' character
dies and fights to find his earthbound wife from his own personal
heaven Whenshekillsherself,he
risks the spooky depths of hell to

Staff Reporter

Lack of hours, not enough money, not enough time?
.
.
. .
While these may be some reasons why students quit their jobs. Mayuko Yoshida qUit her bank.JObmjapan
to travel overseas with her family five months ago.
. .
.
Born in Tokyo,Japan, 22-year-old Mayuko entered john Ca rroll University as a JUlllor ~h1s semester as a
sociology major. Before coming to the United States, Yoshida spent twoyears m the Umted Kmgdom and notes
that,"Peopleare more friend ly in the United States" Accordmg to Yosh1da,japanese and Amenca n culture are
dramatically different , but "unexplainable."
.
.
As for the Carro\! community, Yosh ida [ee\s that,"bec:ause there are not too many mt rnauon ,\\ students,
"
,
. '
'
sometimes arguing) with her advisor and professors, she gets
accomplished.
. .
1 f · d h.
Due to her living off campus, Yoshida remarks that it's been d1ff!Cult to form john Carro I nen s 1ps
However, the friends she met at Case Western Reserve University during a summer program have shown her
the sights of Cleveland.
.
d · h ·.
Besides the trips to Tower City and the movie theaters, one of her favorne parts of Clevelan IS t e tnps to
McDonald's
.
db
"·1
Yoshida also commented on the American bar scene. lnjapan, when gomg to dubs an ars, g1r s are
expected to dress up and dresscoolfor the boys." At Club 1148 in the Flats, she wassurpnsed to see such casual
.
d
··
dress on the part of thefemales.
Considering herself different than manyJapanese women, Yoshida looks at studymg abroa as a positive
experience. She hopes that her friends back home think the same, but fears that fmdmga JOb when she returns
to japan will be difficult.
.
Yoshida intends stay in Cleveland for two years with her family before returnmg to japan.

find her, even though the heavenly beings told him it was impossible.
I'll let you guess the ending.
The sets mthe afterworlds are
quite impressive with their colors
and the moods they add to the
.

11

Annabel la Sciarra

Wi\\1 m
11
15 exce p tiona l

and they seem to complement
each other well on the screen.
Gooding is funny, but he just is
not that convincing during the
tense and emotional moments, of
which there are plenty.
Poor Tim and Susie. They went
for a comedy and they got a tearjerker.
Needlesstosay,Susie killed Tim
and is now more imbalanced than
the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
'What Dreams May Come" is
one oft hose movies you need to be
in the right mood for.
Susie: Tll never see a Robin
Williams movie again!'
-Tom O'Konowitz
Robin Williams and Annabella Sci orr a star as Chris and Annie Nielsen in 'What Dreams May Come"

What Dreams
May Come

Coo Coo Dolls fail to shine
Amy Gualtieri

Directed By: Vincent
Ward
Starring: Robin
Williams, Cuba
Goodin& Jr.,
andAnnabella Sciorra
Running Time: 110
minutes
Rated: R
Grade: B
Opens tomorrow at
theaters nationwide.

Assistant Entertainment Editor

TheGooGooDollssixthalbum,
"Dizzy Up the Girl" was released
last week to expectations of being
a sensational album, with a brave
new sound. Unfortunately, that
new sound has yet to come into
play.
Robby Takac, the band's bassist/vocalist, stated, "We've done
things that were real! yin your face,
and we wanted to do something
different this time." Different to
them, perhaps, but for the fans it
was a little more disappointing.
The band's usually gutwrenching music took a turnaround on this album with music
that was a little more easygoing,
but hardly new in any sense.
This time the Goo Goo Dolls
went smooth, with songs such as
"Iris" which was featured in the
blockbuster movie City of Angels.

The song revealed a much more
sensitive side of the band, which
was something that was never expected of them.
Another hit off their CD is
"Slide" which is considered to be
one of their stronger songs, with
its fast beat and catchy opening.
The Goos realize that their album is far different than the rest,
but their goal was to create analbum with a little more feeling and
a li ttle more maturi ty. Even
though it was a little disappointing to the fans that were expecting
the usual Goo music.
The emotional side of their
music really takes hold on this album. In the song "Black Balloon,"
it talks about the emotional trials
of a mystery woman. Is this the
woman. who may be the girl being
"dizzied up"? Perhaps so.
Although many people were
slightly disappointed in the Goo

Goo Dolls display of maturity on
thisalbum, it has manywell-written hits that are sure tO give it a
push tot he top. "Full Forever" and
"Bullet Proof" are excellent songs
that are full of energy and have
that special twist that make them
capable of being moregrea t hits of
the Goo.
Some may say that theGooGoo
Dolls really could have done a better job on this album, but others
will say that it is a great move forward in their music. The "new"
sound may not be there but their
version of what may seem new to
them, is a great accomplishment.
Whatever the case may be, the
album is out there, and it is making a statement of truth- that the
Goos are really growing up and
their music is telling the world.
Find out more about the band
at
their
homepage
at
www.googoodolls.com

Autumne Bowser
Staff Reporter

Now that we have a view of the United States from exchange students' eyes, we can balance that with a view
of a foreign country from American eyes.
.
.
. .h
Senior john Dugan was in Georgetown , Guyana in South Amenca over the summer for an mternsh1p Wtt
the State Department. While working for the State Department, he also volunteered at The Ststers of Mercy, St.
john Bosco orphanage.
·
b
d
At the embassy, Dugan designed internet pages, researched and prepared briefs on mcommg am assa ors.
He prepared human rights reports and helped organize a Fourth of july technology fair.
While volunteering at the orphanage, Dugan planned on settmg up internet pages also, but because of a
wer failure, ended up reading to the children instead, which he satd was much more reward mg.
po Dugan noted that everyday life in Guyana was different for someone who was so accustomed tO paved roads
and street lights. "A II inhabitants of this country are poor. as opposed to somewhere like Ecaudor where there
is a division between the upper class and lower class, Dugan sa1d. . .
.
.
. .
"Living in a third world country, even if for only a short penod of nme 1s quae ~n expenence. people li ve m
tin houses and there is no sewage. There is a canal in front of the houses and thats where all the sewage goes.
And it would flood if it rained," he said.
k
h !" d d
Dugan was shocked by the conditions that people were living in, "There were bugs, coc roac es, Izar san
ants everywhere" he remembered vividly.
ld
The Jivingco~ditions weren't the only thing D.~gan had to get used ro,"The heat was unbearable. Treeswou
spontaneously catch on fire because of the heat, he explamed.
.
. •
Educanon was minimal and Dugan explained that Guyana had what they called abram dram, All the
imelligem people left and took education with them and those that were intelligent, but left behmd will go to
schools in other cities or even other countries."
l
Even though Dugan has studied Spanish for seven years before leavmg for Guyana, there was sn 11h 3 anguage
barrier. Guyana 1s the only country in South America that has English as their primary language, owever It ts
Creole English often wi1h a jamaican inflection
.
.
Upon grad~ation , Dugan plans to take a position with Stanley and Associates, a pnvate contracnng
company where he will be doing computer updates working out of Washmgton, D.C. for two weeks and then
penodically spending two weeks out of the country at different embassies.

......
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Best OAC start ever for women
Bob McCarthy

Nobel Prize winner Rigoberta Menchu Tum
triumphed over a childhood of pain
Meagan Lynch

mala. Rigobena wanted to overcome the sadness she endured
Her mnocenr face hides the ter- growing up, and her courage may
rortha t she experienced 111 her hfe- be attributed to her fightingspint
nmc. Her warm, mvnmg smile that developed because of the hor
masks the yea rs of sadness that rors she expenenced In her lifeshe lived through When th1s time.
woman, Rtgoberta Menchu Tum,
Rigobena worked 15 hours a
w1nner of the 1992 'obel Peace day picking coffee In rhe fields
Prize, walked 1nw the packed from the age of eight. Two of her
Kulas Auditonum last Monday brothers died on the plantation,
September 21, her demeanor was one from malnutrition and 1he
that of a woman with mcredible other was poisoned from the pescourage. vigor and Integmy
l!Cides 1hat were sprayed on th e
Rigoberta 's bravery and coffee plants
strength are remarkable because
When she was 12, R1goberra
ol 1he horrors rha1 she has lived moved to the city and worked as a
through ever since she was a lmle domesti c employee When the
girl growtng up in Chlmel,G ua te- military demanded confiscation
of pea sa nr Ia nds,
Rigoberta's father led
the opposition He was
uotten we wait until we imprisoned
several
times for his figh t for
have a very tragic
Indian
nghrs.
Rigoberta's entire fam experience until we
ily suffered because of
their views thaL oplearn to love one
posed those of the government.
another. It shouldn't be
Her 16-year-old
brother was tortured
like that."
and killed. Her father
penshed in a fire set by
military leade rs. He r
Rigoberta Menchu Tum
mother was kidnapped
Managing Editor

by thearmy,and later raped and
killed Fearing for her life,
Rigoberta fled to Mextco in 1980
But R1goberta learned from
her tragic past She said, ·often
we wan until we have a very tragtc
expenence until we learn to love
one another It shouldn't be like
that" She believes 1he past is
somethtng we must learn from in
order to 1m prove the future.
With the$800,000sheearned
from winning the Nobel Pnze,
Rigoberta established the
Rigoberta Menchu Tum Foundation, dedtcated to promoting human rights in Guatemala. The
foundation has aided the return
of thousands of Guatemalans
that were exiled to Mexico in the
eighties and helped them acquire
new land , housing, educatiOn,
heal th care and agncu ltural
training upon thei r return.
Rigoberta realizes her work is
an ongoing, continuous effort.
"Our role as citizens is to mainta in a balance, maintain a vigilance on what still needs to be
accomplished," she said, adding,
"The most important thing is not
to repeat the past - we need to
make the future different."
Since winning the Nobel Prize,
her work has taken her around
the world. She has seen an in-

Rigoberta Menchu Tum, despite the prejudice she endured in her
past, maintains an open outlook for the future: "I talk of
reconciliation -- how can victimizers and victims learn to join
hands and live together?"
credibl e amount of injustice and
poverty Seeing this kind of sadness motivates hertocontinue her
efforts. She spoke of a moving
encounter with the poor in India.
"There were people who had no
food,yet were still alive. They were
unable to move, they were cadavers." This situation impressed her
because, Rigoberta said, "I rea lize
now, after seeing much of the
world, that it's not just indigenous
people who live in total misery."

Rigoberra stresses the action of
ind ividuals, and e ncourages
people not to be specta tors. She
encourages john Carroll students
to associate themselves with a
cause, and to learn about situations beyond the boundariesof the
United States. "Education is important, if there's not educa tion
about other persons or other
peoples and the reality in which
they live, we are producing an insensitive world," :.he said.

Hey You!
The one with no cash!
Earn extra money for the holidays, to pay
bills, or just to spend anyway you want!
Peterson Nut Company, a Cleveland "cornerstone company," is hiring dynamic,
motivated individuals to work part, and full-time during the holidays.
Flexible day and evening shifts are available in all departments,
with competitive pay. These positions are ideal for college students
who wish to utilize current skills, learn new skills, enhance
leadership abilities, meet people and earn extra money!
Call or e-mail Roxanne with questions,
or to schedule an interview!

eterSOfl

Nut Company

216-6

in the OAC to 3-0, their best conference
start ever.
Legendary coach Vince Lombardi once
DiGello, normally the back-up goalie,
said tha t the mark of a successful team 1s was forced into action as a forward and took
how well it handles adversity. If you use advantage of the 25 minutesof playing time,
this as a barometer for rhejohnCarroll Uni- makmg significant contributions m both
versity women 's soccer ream, then good games last week. She set up the game-tymg
things are in store for the Blue Streaks. Over- goal against Mount Union,and got the Blue
com ing several injuries to key players and Streaks on the board first in a 2-l overtime
featu nng a shuffled lineVICtory
against
WOmen'S SOCCer Muskmgum on Sarurday
up,JCU p1cked up its second and third Ohio Ath") ulie real! ystepped up
let tc Conference victones,
for us, and we have been
vaulnng them mto a first
fortunate that despite the
place ue atop the OAC
inJunes we have s uffered ,
stand1ngs
other pl;'lycrs have been
"Maybe adversity has
able to step 111 and con·
brought us together in a
tnbute," Blastus satd
Next game: Sat at 0!\U
way that l never enviAnot her unexpected conSite & Time: Ada, 130
sioned," head coach Tr~cy
tribution for the Blue
Key Fact: A win th is SatUrday Streaks came from lreshBlasius said "Everyone is
w1ll g1ve]CU 4 OAC wms for
doing exactly what ts bemanjillComerford who
the year, eying last year's total
ing asked of them, and it
asststcd the W111n1nggoal
is encouragi ng to see this
again5t Muskmgum, and
team rise above what cou ld have been a b~d also scored m the 2-0 vrctoryagamst Moum
situa tion."
Umon
Forced toexperimentwith players at new
"J i l1 moved to sweepe r last week to fill a
positions, and to press freshmen into ac- h le,and she real! y performed well," Blas1us
tion, the Blue Streaks defeated Muskingum sa1d 'The success with thts ltne-up was
2-1, in overtime last Saturday. The score, unexpected , but thmgs should be back to
however, does nor indicate the opport uni - normal by the end of th1s week'
ties that JCU had In this game.
Jumor co-captain Leslie Davidson re"We missed some early opportunities, turned from an ankle injury in time for
but we kept ourselves In a position to wm yesterday's game aga1nst Baldwin-Wallace,
the game, and fortun at ely Maureen where, accordmg to Blasius, she was ex!Mohney! got a good shot for the w1nner," pected to pl ay some quality mmu tes. She
Blasius said.
will return to her regular staningdefensive
Mohney, a junior co-captain, not on ly position in Saturday's game agamst Ohio
scored thegame-winninggoal, but also tal- Northern, who is tied with JCU atop the
lied the assist on freshman julie DiGello's OAC.
game-tying goal.
Freshman midfielder Amy Marcelis is
It was the third consec utive victory for slated to return fron her ankle injury before
the Blue Streaks, and improved their record Saturday's game.
Assistant Sports Editor

e-mai I petersons@fornuts.com

photo by J!m Kolar

Sophomore Alison Wendorff puts a corner kick in play during Saturday's
overtime victory against Muskingum on the Varsity Field. The win was the Blue
Streaks' fifth overtime game this season. In those OT games, JCU has three
wins and two ties.

~ tnistakes
Football looks past sloppy win towards Mount

urt

Mark Boleky
Sports Ed itor

Following the j ohn Carroll
Un iversity foot ball game at
Otterbetn Saturday, rhe referee's
yellow flags had to be the first
things to hit the washing machine.
After all, the penalty markers
probably hit th e grass surface of
Ballinger Field more th an any
player's uni form. The two teams
eac h a massed ll penalties for over
100 yards in JCU's 26-14 win,
which now brings the Bl ue
Streaks' record to 3-0 ove rall and
2-0 in the Ohio Athletic Confer ence.
"We played relat ively well. In
the second half, there were some
rough spots," se nior quarterback
Nick Case rio said. 'We hurt ourselves on penalties, but we'd rather
have th at occur now than later[ in
the season!.'
ThejCU offense put together a
number of dr ives into Otterbein
territory, on the strength of senior
quarterback Nick Caserio's day of
23-for-31 passing, good for 263
yards. His favorite target was an
unconventional one, in the form
offu llbackjerrySch uplin ski. The
5-foot -9, 210 po und first-year
starter caught eight passes for 128
ya rds, mostly on shore passes out
of the backfield that turned into
big plays.
"We were taking what the defense wasgivmg us,and that came
down to exploiting a weakness in
the flat ," Caserio said. "We didn't
really throw rhe ball down field
much, and we're going to have to
do that"

In Case rio's longest heave of the
day, a 38-yard Hail Mary pass at
the end of the first half was
brought down in the endzone by
sophomore wide rece1ver Larry
Holmes. But- take a guess- it
was brough t back by a holding
penalty, to send]CU into half time
with only a 23-14lead.
The Streaks' first two drives of
the game came without penalties
and , not coincidentally, resulted
in scores. The1r opening series
went 63 yards on ll plays and
ended on a seven-yard touchdown

football

<tC!D

nextgame:Sat.at Mount Union
site, time, & radio: Alliance,
1:30,88.7 WJCU-FM.
key fact The Sporting News
named this the No.1 Division
Ill 'Game To Wat ch' for 1998.
run bysemor back Mike Ten Brink.
As usual , special teams came
through in a big way for ]CU.
Sophomo re placekicker David
Vitatoe booted two field goals, a
40-yard kick in the first quarter
and a 38-yarder in the second half.
And JCU 's second touchdown
came at the hands of the punt
block unit
Early in the second quarter,
with the Streaks up, 10-6, sophomore Craig Cusick blocked a punt
at the Otterbem 24-yard. Sophomore Wayne Brook recovered the

ball and rook it in for the touchdown.
"!The coaches ! stress every
week that speCial teams is onethird of the game," said senior
Eddie Novak, who has lettered
twice on the strength of his special teams play. "That gives us an
advantage over other teams."
In the seco nd half, while the
offense struggled with penalties,
thejCU defense buckled down to
hold Otterbein to 135 yards. For
the day, junior linebacker Brian
Zielaskiewicz led with 18 tackles,
and senior defensive end Doug
Moore had two sacks.

The Game
Saturday brings the opponent
that has brought fear to the hearts
of six-foot, 250 pound men. This
season, though, the JCU players
want to pur that in the past tense,
as many are looking to repay
Mount Union for its recent dominance.
"T hi s is the most excited I've
ever been [about playing Mount
Union!." said Caserio. ' Before, we
just sort of hoped we would win,
but now l thin k we feel in out
hearts like we expect to win."
The Purple Raiders do seem
somewhat less intimidating this
season. One reason is the departure of two-time national player
of the year Bill Borchert. Although , new QB Gary Smeck
tossed for 414 yards last week
Also, Ohio Northern played
Mount to a tight 42-37 game last
week. ONU was at the Mount 15yard line la te, but could pick up a
first down

Mount Union
by the numbers

0:

Number of times john Carroll has won on the road against
Mount Union.

2.2: Rumored grade point average required to gain admission
to Mount Union.

4.6: Rumored time (in seconds) in the 40-yard dash required
to gain adm ission

to Mount Union.

8:

Number of times this decade that Mount Union has had a
varsity sport fi nish as either national champion or runner-up.

10: Number of first team All-OACplayersforthe Mount Union
football team last season. (Only 25 make the first ream.)

20:

Most points scored in a game by the JCU football team
against Mount Union this decade, a 20-20 tie on Occ.l2, 1991.

31: Consecutive games won by the Mount Union football team,
the longest in college football.

49:

Marga in of victory for Mount Union over Lycoming m the
Stagg Bowl, the Division Ill Championship game

56:

Total amount of points allowed by the Mount Umon
football team in its ten regularseasongames last season (it scored
544.)

85: PercenrofMounr Union students that live on campus (You
would too if you saw Alliance.)

526.5: Total offensive yards per game last season for Mount
1900: Total undergraduate enrollment at Moun Union.

-.
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Best OAC start ever for women
Bob McCarthy

Nobel Prize winner Rigoberta Menchu Tum
triumphed over a childhood of pain
Meagan Lynch

mala. Rigoberta wanted to overcome the sadness she endured
growl ng up and her courage may
be atmbuted to her fightingsp1nt
that developed because of the horrors she experienced m her lifenme.
R1gobena worked 15 hours a
day p1ckmg coffee 1n rhe f1elds
from the age of e1ght. Two of her
brothers d1ed on the plantauon,
one from malnutrition and the
other was po1soned from the pes·
nc1des that were sprayed on the
coffee plants.
When she was 12, Rigoberta
moved to the cay and worked as a
domestic employee. When the
military demanded confiscation
of peasant Ia nds,
Ri goberta's father led
the opposition. He was
''Often we wait until we imprisoned
several
times for his fight for
have a very tragic
Ind ia n
rights.
Rigoberta's entire famexperience until we
ily suffered because of
their views that oplearn to love one
posed those of the government.
another. It shouldn't be
Her 16-year-old
brother was tortured
like that."
and killed. Her father
perished in a fi re set by
milita ry leaders. Her
Rigoberta Menchu Tum
mother was kidnapped

Editor
Hennnocent face h1des the terrorthatsheexperienced in her lifetime. Her warm, mvinng smile
masks the years of sadness that
she lived through When this
woman, R1gobena Menchu Tum,
w1nner of the 1992 Nobel Peace
Prize. walked tnto the packed
Kulas Auditonum last Monday
September 21 , her demeanor was
that of a woman with Jncred1ble
courage, vigor and mtegnry
Rigoberta's bravery and
strength are remarkable because
of Ihe horrors that she has lived
through ever smce she was a li ttle
girl growmg up in Chi mel ,GuateManaging

by the army, and later raped and
killed Fearing for her Ufe,
R1gobena fled to Mexico in 1980.
But R1gobena learned from
her tragic past. She said, "Of len
we wait until we have a very tragic
expenence until we learn to love
one another ll shouldn't be like
that." She believes the past 1s
something we must learn from m
order to Im prove the future .
With the $800,000 she earned
from winnmg the Nobel Prize,
Rigobena established t he
Rigobena Menchu Tum Foundation, dedicated to promoting h uman rights in Guatemala. The
foundation has aided the return
of thousa nds of Gua temalans
that were exi led to Mexico in the
eighties and helped them acquire
new land, hous ing, educa tion ,
health care and agricul tural
training upon their return.
Ri goberta realizes her work is
an ongoing, con tinuous effort.
"Our role as citizens is to maintain a ba lance, maintain a vigilance on what still needs to be
accomplished,"shesaid, adding,
"The most imponant thing is not
to repeat the past - we need to
make the fu ture different."
Sincewinni ngthe obei Pr ize,
her work has taken her around
the world. She has seen an in-

I

J

Rigoberta Menchu Tum, despi te the prejudice she endured in her
past, maintains an open outlook for the future: "I talk of
reconcil iation-- how can victimizers and victims learn to join
hands and live together?"
credible amount of injust ice and
poverty Seeing this kind of sadness motivates hertocontinue her
efforts. She spoke of a mov ing
encounter with the poor in India.
"T here were people who had no
food ,yetwerestilla live. They were
unable to move, they were cadavers." Th is situa tion impressed her
because. Rigoberta said, "I realize
now, after see ing much of the
world, that it's not just ind igenous
people who live in total misery."

Rigobena stresses the action of
indiv iduals, and encourages
people not to be spectators. She
enco urages john Carroll students
to associate th emselves with a
cause, and to learn about sicuations beyond the boun daries of the
Un ited States. "Education is import ant, if there's not education
abo ut othe r persons or other
peoples and the reality in which
they li ve, we are prod uci ng an insens itive world," she said.

Hey You!
The one with no cash!
Earn extra money for the holidays, to pay
bills, or just to spend anyway you want!
Peterson Nut Company, a Cleveland "cornerstone company," is hiring dynamic,
motivated individuals to work part, and full-time during the holidays.
Flexible day and evening shifts are available in all departments,
with competitive pay. These positions are ideal for college students
who wish to utilize current skills, learn new skills, enhance
leadership abilities, meet people and earn extra money!
Call or e-mail Roxanne with questions,
or to schedule an interview!

eterson

Nut Company

216-6

in the OAC to 3-0. their best conference
stan ever.
Legendary coach Vince Lomba rd i once
DiGello, normally the back-up goalie,
said that the mark of a successful team is was forced mtoaction as a forward and took
how well it handles adversny. If you use advantageof the 25 minutes of playing time,
th1sasa barometer for thej oh nCa rroll Uni - makmg significant contributions m both
versity women's soccer team , then good games last week She set up the garne-t ymg
thmgsare in storefor the Blue Streaks Over- goal against Mount Umon,and got the Blue
com ing several inJuries to key players and Streaks on the board first m a 2-1 overtime
featuring a shuffled line- . - - - - - - - - - - - - , victory
against
up,JCU picked up ItS secWOmen'S SOCCer Muskingum on Saturday.
ond and third Oh io Ath"juhereallystepped up
leuc Conference victories,
for us, and we have been
vaulnng them into a first
fortunate that despue the
place ue atop the OAC
inJunes we have suffered,
standings.
other players have been
"Maybe adversity has
able to step 111 and conbrought us together m a
tribute," Blasius sa1d
Next game: S:~t. at 01\U
way tha t I never enviAnother unexpected contr1 buuon for the Blue
Site&: Time: Ada, DO
sioned," head coach Tracy
Blas ius said. "Everyone is
Key Fact: A win this Saturday Streaks came from freshwill glVejCU 4 OAC wins for
man Jill Comerford , who
doing exactly what IS bethe year, tymg last year's total
assisted the wmnmg goal
ing asked of them, and it
is encouraging to see this
against Muskingum, and
team nse above what could have been a bad also scored 1n the 2 0 victory ag;~mst Mount
situauon
Union.
Forced toexpenmentwithplaycrsatnew
')ill moved to sweeper last week to fi 11 a
positions, and to press freshmen mto ac- hole,and he really performed well,"Blasws
tion, the Blue Streaks defeated Muskingum sa1d. "The success wHh th is line-up was
2-l, in overtime last Saturday. The score, unexpected , but th1ngs should be back to
howeve r, does not indicate the opponunJ- normal by the end of th1s week."
ties thatjCU had in this game.
junior co-captain Leslie Davidson re"We missed some early opportunities, turned from a n ankle injury in time for
but we kept ourselves in a position to win yesterday's game aga1 nst Baldw1 n-W<Jllace,
t he game, and fortunately Maureen where, according ro Blasius, she was ex[Mohney! got a good shot for the winner," pected to play some quality minurcs. She
Blasi us said.
will return to her regular starting defensive
Mohney, a jun ior co-ca ptain, not only position in Saturday's game against Ohio
scored the game-winn ing goal, but also ta l- Northern, who is tied wit h JCU atop the
lied the assist on freshmanjuhe DiGel lo's OAC.
game-tying goal.
Freshman midfielder Amy Marcelis is
It was the third consecutive vic tory for slated to return fron her ankle injury before
the Blue Streaks, and improved their record Saturday's game.
Assistant Sports Editor

e-mail petersons@fornuts.com

photo by j1m Kolar

Sophomore Al ison Wendorff puts a corner kick in play during Saturday's
overtime victory against Muskingum on the Varsity Fie ld. The win was the Blue
Streaks' fifth overtime game this season. In those OT games, JCU has three
wins and two ties.

iiliurt if tnistakes
Football looks past sloppy win towards Mount
In Case no's longest heave of the
Sports Ed 1tor
day, a 38-yard Hail Mary pass at
Following the j ohn Carroll th e end of the first half was
University foo tball game at brought down in the endzone by
Otterbem Sa turday, rhe refe ree's sophomore wide receiver Larry
yellow flags had to be th e first Holmes. But - take a guess- it
thingstoh it thewashingmachine. was brought. back by a holding
After all, th e penalty markers pe nalty, tosendjCU into half time
probably hit the grass surface of wi th only a 2H4lead.
The St reaks' first two drives of
Bal li nger Field more than any
player's uniform. The two teams the game came wHhout penalties
eac h amassed ll pe nalt ies for over and , not coi ncidentally, resulted
100 yards in JCU's 26- 14 win , in scores. Their ope ning series
which now bri ngs th e Blue we nt 63 yards on II plays and
St reaks' record to 3-0 overall and ended on a seven -yard touchd ow n
2-0 in the Ohw Athlet ic Confe rence.
"We played relauve ly well. In
the second half, there were some
rough spots," senior quarterback
Nick Caserio said. "We hurt ourselveso n pe nalt ies, bu t we'd rather
nextgame: Sat. at Mount Union
have that occur now than later [in
site, time,&: radio: Alliance,
the season!."
1:30, 88.7 WJCU-FM
Thej CU offense put together a
key fact: The Sporti ng News
number of drives into Otterbein
named th is the No. 1 Division
territory, on the strength of senior
Ill "Game To Watch" for 1998.
quarterback Nick Caserio's day of
23-for-31 passing, good for 263
yards. His favori te target was an run by senior back Mike Ten Brink
unconventional one, in the form
As usual, spec ial teams came
of fu llbackjerrySc hupli nski. The th rough in a big way fo r JCU.
5-foo t-9, 210 pound first-year Sophomore placekicker Dav id
starter caught eight passes for 128 Vitatoe booted two field goals, a
ya rds. mostly on short passes out 40-ya rd kick in the first quarter
of the backfield that turned into and a 38-yarder m the second half.
big plays
And JCU's second touchdown
"We were takmg what the de- came at the hands of the punt
fe nse wasgivmg us,and that came block unit.
down to exploiting a weakness in
Early in the seco nd quarter,
the flat ," Caserio said. "We didn 't with the Streaks up, 10-6, sophoreally throw the ball down field more Craig Cusick blocked a punt
much , and we're going to have to at the Otterbein 24-yard. Sophodo tha t."
more Way ne Brook recovered the
Mark Boleky

football

~

ball and took it in for the touchdown.
"[ The coaches) stress eve ry
week that spec ial teams is onethird of the game," said senior
Eddi e Novak, who has lettered
twice on the strength of his special teams play. "That gives us an
advantage over other teams."
In the second half, wh ile the
offense strugg led wi th penalt ies,
thejCU defense buckled down to
hold Otterbein to 135 yards. For
the day, junior li nebacker Brian
Ziel askiew icz led with 18 tackles,
and senior defensive end Doug
Moore had two sacks.

The Game
Saturday brings the opponent
that has brought fea r to the hearts
of six-foot, 250 pound men. This
season, though, the JC U players
wan t to pu t th at in the past tense,
as many are looki ng to repay
Mount Union for its recent dominance.
"This is the most ~xcited I've
ever bee n [about playing Mount
Union!," said Caserio. 'Before, we
JUSt sort of hoped we would win,
but now ! think we feel in out
hearts like we ex pect to win·
The Pur ple Ra iders do seem
somewhat less intim ida ting th1s
season. One reason is the departure of two-nme national player
of the year Bill Borchert. Although, new QB Ga ry Smeck
tossed for 414 yards last week
Also, OhlO Northern played
Mount to a tight 42-37 game last
week. ONU was at the Mount 15yard line late, but could pick up a
first down.

Mount Union
by the numbers

0:

Number of times joh n Car roll has won on the road against
Mo unt Un ion.

2.2: Rumored grade poi nt average required to gain admission
to Mount Union.

4.6: Rumored time (in seconds) in the 40-yard dash required
to ga in ad mission to Mount Un ion.

8:

Number of times this decade that Mount Union has had a
varsit y sport finish as ei ther nationa l c hampion or runner-u p.

10: Number of firs t team All-OAC pl ayers fort he Mount Union
football team last season. (Only 25 make the first team.)

20:

Most points scored in a game by rhe JCU foot ball team
against Mount Union this decade, a 20-20 tie on Oc t. 12, 1991.

31: Consecun ve games won by the Mount Union foot ball team,
the longest in college football.

49:

Marga in of victory for Mount Union over Lycoming in the
Stagg Bowl, the DivisiOn Ill Champio ns hip game

56:

Total amount of points allowed by the Mount Un ion
football team in its ten regularseasongames last season (it scored
544.)

85: Percent of Mount Union students that h veon campus. (You
would too if you saw Alliance.)

526.5: Total offens1ve yards per game last season for Mount.
1900: Total undergraduate enrollment at Moun Union .
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SPORTS FLASHES
OACPLAYERSOFTHEWEEK -SeniorMolly
Ridenour, a Hoot-9 middle hitter for the volleyball team, was selected as the Ohio Athletic Conference Player of the Week for Sept. 27. At the
Ohio Wesleyan Invitational this past weekend,
Ridenour was aggressive on the attack, leading
the te'lm with 72 kills. On the defensive side, she
recorded 70 digs and 2I blocks. She is the first
jCU player to be named Player of the Week since
Katy Perone on Oct. 27, I 996.

with all four lossescomingagainst Mount Umon.

y Ridenour is third
t h a .27 3 average: sixth
in kills per gam
3.l8;seventh m blocks per
arne with
. ... Freshman Maureen Bachtelis
.67 assists per game, good for seventh.
avera
orPamjimison IS in fifth place m d1gs per
me wnh a 3.79 average ... Senior Nicole
Peterson is eighth in the same category with an
average of 3.59 per game .. .. Senior Laura Slazyk
is currently sixth in blocks per game with 1.27.

STREAKING STREAKS-junior splitendjosn
McDaniels and junior tight end Tom Koltz have
each caught at least one pass in each of the lastl4
games, the longest current streak on the team ...
The football team is 2I-3-2 in its last 26 road
gllmes. with both \osses coming at the hands o£
oun r nion, r 1s week soppon enc ... The BT ue
Streaks are 76-2-2 under coach Tony DeCarlo
when scoring 20 or more points... .Senior quarterback Nick Caserio is 25-4-2 as thejCU starter

Men second at tourney;
top OAC foes next
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter

BLUE STREAK OAC LEADERS :

ON THE AlJfUMN LINKS- In its biggest
tournament of the fall season, the gol f team
placed fourth out of ll reams at the Otterbein
Falllnvitauonal jumor Greg Kencson led
with a 153, including a 74 in the second
He fimshed in a tie for fourth overall

extra point.
been extremely
g 5-for-5, including a
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• Men's Soccer -junior goalkeeper Paul
Habrecht is third in shutouts with three in six
games.
• Women's Soccer- Sophomore goalkeeper
Samantha Sommer is the conference leader in
saves per game with a 14.0 average.

TRIVIA ANSWER- In 1995, Brady Brosnahan,
Adrian Del Busso, Erik Chiprich,johnjurcevic,
n G n
llna
fi t m-A OAC, the most f1rst team AII-OAC players the
squad has had. The team finished 8-0-1 in the
conference that season.

Shifting gears is the order of
play for the john Carroll University men'ssocceneam ,as the team
enters its first week of intense Ohio
Ath letic Conference play.
The BlueStreaksfinished in the
runner-up position last weekend
at the Wilmington Kiwanis Tournament , defeating Thomas More,
2-1, by virtue of first half goals
from junior jeb Schmitt and
sophomore Mark Stich, who tal lied the first goal of his collegiate
career.
Senior jon Bowman and sophomore BrianSevchekassisted .john
Carroll was shut out by host
Wilmington in the championship
game , 3-0.
Coming off the second runner up tournament showing for jCU
this season, the Blue Streaks will
attempt to focus their attention
closer to home.
Of john Carroll's nine remaining games, eight are conference
games.
Playing against conference opponents, according to head coach
Ali Kazemaini, now in his seventh
year at the helm of thejCU soccer
program,involvesadifferent game
plan .
"Basically, our season is divided
into two parts," said Kazemaini.
"The first is based on the strength
of our schedule. We try to play
ranked teams to serve as training
sessions for us and to make a name
for ourselves in the NCAA."
That part of the.seasonisnearly
at a close for john Carrol l. The
lone non-conference match remaining is at home against
Wooster on Octobe r 5.
"We prepare differently for conference games," Kazemaini said.
"Against the good [non-league]
teams we play a wide open game
to see how we measure up to the
elite.
•tn the confe rence we are the

Stuck

®

Next game: Sat. vs. ONU
Site, Time: Varsity Field, 2:00
Key FactjCU beat Ohio
Northern,l-0, last season , one
of four OAC games the Streaks
won by that score.
top dogs, and everyone else 1s trymgtoknockoursocksoff. lnOAC
games, we play to win. Our goa l is
to make the playoffs and con tinue."
Kazemaini hopes to have one
of his b1g guns back in action in
sophomore forward Brian Cavalier. Cavalier, who suffered a pulled
hamstring in the Lake Erie game,
has sat out for two weeks, but
should return this week in time
for the start of conference play.
"I might be a little reserved at
first," Cavalier said. "Bur if it's better, it's better, and I should be able
to play as well as 1 was playing
before."
The Blue Streaks have corn pi led
a regularseasonconferencerecord
of 45-5-5 under Kazemaini:S reign,
includi ng a 4-0 shutout of
Muskingum in this year's conference opener.
john Carroll traveled to Berea
yesterday to take on BaldwinWallace in the second conference
arne of the season.
BW, ranked just one place below JCU at seventh in the Great
Lakes Region as of Sept. 21, has the
best overall record in the OACand
is coming off an upset of defendIng
league
co-champion
Otterbein.
Of Kazemaini's five regular season conference losses, two came
against the Yellow jackets at their
home field .
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mediocrity

Two late victories salvage trip to Ohio Wesleyan
Matt Rayl

men's soccer

SPORTS
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Assistant Sports Editor

After splitting another set of
weekend matches, this time at the
Oh io Wesleyan Bishop lnvitational,thejohnCarroll University
volleyball team again finds itself
treading water near .500 heading
into con ference play.
However, the fading memories
of an 0-4 start are receding as the
Blue Streaks have rebounded to
win 9 of their last 15 matches , mcluding a fifth place fin ish at
Wesleyan . Despite thissignificant
turnaround ,jCU is by no means
satisfied with its level of play after
one month of the season.
"Th1s past weekend we had
Elmes of greatness and weakness,"
senior Nicole Peterson said. "Although we played a lot better, we
need to keep improving."
Ultimately, a bnef two-match
winmng streak came to an abrupt

volleyball

•

Next Match: Tonight at Wooster
Site, time: Wooster, 7:00
Key Fact The Blue Streaks beat
Wooster las t season, 3-0.

halt Tuesday at the hands of Ohio
Northern University in the Ohio
Athletic Conference opener, 15-6,
15-6,17-15. The Blue Streaks once
again fell below the.500 mark with
the loss.
With the conference opener at
ONU on the horizon, the tournament at Ohio Wesleyan ended on
a high note. The Blue Streaks
swept Otterbein Saturday in three
hard-fought games 15-11, 15-13,
and 15-10.
Ea rlier in th e day.]CU began to
salvage its week with a victory
over Franklin, three games to one.
It gained some measure of revenge,
as Carroll had been soundly defeated by Franklin Sept. 5 at the
Thomas More Classic.
Although the women showed
improvement in a number of areas, the defense turned it up a
notch at the Bishop Invitational.
As expected, senior Molly
Ridenour turned in yet another
outstanding performance.
In moving into second place on
]CU's career blocks list (430) ,
Ridenour was named OAC Player
of the Week. She compiled 21
blocks over the weekend togo with
72 kills, 70 digs, and four service
aces.
"Since I was a freshman , I've
been playing every game,"
Ridenour said about surpassing
former jCU standout Karen

D'Angelo on the blocks list. "I
make a point of being at every
practice and every game. You
should expect that of your teammates. as well-all or nothing "
Along with Ridenour, junior
Melissa Samblanet solidified the
defense with 44 digs, while making just two errors in 42 attempts
on serve reception .
Senior Pam Jimison continued
her excellent play, moving into
third place on jCU's career digs
listCl,459asofMonday) The three
combined for 185digson the weekend.
The first night of the tournament was the dark tunnel blocking out any eventual light for the
JCU women. The Blue Streaks lost
two very frustrating matches to
regionally-ranked Washington
a ndjefferson and conference rival
Otterbein.
A roller-coaster five-game
match against the host team momentarily deflated the spiri ts
of Carroll.
The Blue Streaks followed
losses in games one and three with
wins in two and four. The comeback fell short, however, as a hearrbreakingl7 -l5defeat in the deciding fifth game gave jCU an 0-2
record for the day.
JCU hopes to start another winning streak as it travels to Wooster
tonight in non-conference play.

pholo by J•m k ol.r

Sophomore Beth Dyer leaps to spike a set at a recent practice
for the volleyball team. The Blue Streaks finished in fifth place
at the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational this past weekend, arx:J
dropped a three-game match to ONU Tuesday.

Pittsburgh freshmen lead women to fourth at Wooster
Julie McHugh

h ad o n 1Y th ree secon d s separanng
· t h e m.

· icultthantheflatcourse
·
wasmuc h morediff
•

The john Carroll University women's
cross country team utilized its team work
to place fourth of eight teams at Wooster
Invitational on Saturday. For the second
consec utive week, freshmen Molly Byrnes
andjuhe Zajac led the pack.
Both freshmen were recruited from
North Allegheny HighSchool in Pittsburgh
from the same class of 1998 and are still
running together in front . Byrnes finished
seventh with a time of 20:44 and was the
first Blue Streak across the finish line for
the second straight week.
Zajac and junior Molly Mayerwereastep
behind Byrnes to place 14th and 15th with
rimes of 21:08and 2l:l1,respectively. These
two runners paced themselves togetherand

to help pull each other along during the
race," Mayer said. "Knowing thatjulie Zajac
was right in front of me encouraged me to
run with her for a strong finish."
Baldwin-Wallace won the meet with 29
points. In the meet, the Blue Streaks beat
two Ohio Athletic Conference opponents,
Muskingum and Capital.
'Out of the 26 teams in the region last
year, we finished 22nd. [At that meet! we
ran our fourth, fifth and seventh place finishers from these past meets," head coach
Kathy Lanese said.
"I was pleased the girls were able to step
it up a level by being able to compete with
these top level teams."
The course at the Wooster Invitational

also marked t he ~econd week where jumor
>

io""r-.t"o. ~th~aiit",s~h"'e.uwe~-"n~'r~l9~c""o~n..\se~c"u~t~ivlole.!oraii.4cNes~ <--··--.....•
women ran at the National Catholic Invita- " 'P! ~re~
an he top spot. At Wooster, Paganofmished
tional last weekend in Sou1h Bend.
fifth on the team and
The Wooster course
37th overall, four places
consisted of many hi !Is
and 42 seconds behmd
and was a slower course
sophomore
Allison
overall.
Brown, who came in
"Thehillsand the heat
33rd.
rook a bite out of everyThe men were off this
one running last Saturweek, and, like the footday,' Lanese said. 'Even
ball team, travel to
though the times were
Next (men): Mount Union Inv.
Mount Union this weekslow, I was pleased with
Next (women): Lakef ront Inv
end. The women wHl
their fourth place finish,
Day: Saturday
make their second trip
because we were up
Key fact: james Van Dress led
west of the season, at t he
against three of the top
the men's ream at Mount last
Lakefront lnvnanonal
finishers in our region.'
year, finishing 23rd.
in Chicago.
The Wooster meet

cross country

jerry Schuplinski
Senior, Football
Set career highs in
both receptions andreceiving yards when he
pulled in eight catches
for 128 yards against
Otterbein on Satu-rday.
Tied for fourth place in
the OAC with nearly
five catches per game.

Molly Ridenour
Senior, Volleyball
Moved into second
place on the JCU alltime blocks list with
4 30, as she collected 21
last weekend in the
OhioWesleyan Bishop
Invitational. Also had
a team-high 72 kills, 70
digs and 4 service aces.

Considering
Dental School?
Before you go ••• you have to get ln.

Attend a free OAT Seminad
October 13th @ 6pm
On the campus of John Carroll University

J
J
~

0

Seating Is limited. Call today to reserve your Milt!

Ja\\·TESI
1·800 •:,,,a ,,,

~.

www.kaplan.com

World Leader in Test Preparation

i
i•

Wednesdays
$1. 75 domestics

Thursdays
Dj's Cbtp &Heavy D
host Ladies Night

Frltkly, October 2
Senior Class Happy Hour
starting at 6 p.m.

•

~

f'

20680 N. Park Blvd., University Hts
(216)321-7272
www.

-
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SPORTS FLASHES
. OACPLAYERSOFTHEWEEK-SeniorMolly
Ridenour, a 5-foot-9 middle hiuer for the volleyball team, was selected as theOh10 Athletic Conference Player of the Week for Sept. 27. At the
Ohio Wesleyan Invitational this past weekend,
Ridenour was aggressive on the attack, leading
the teij.m with 72 kills. On the defensive side, she
recorded 70 digs and 21 blocks. She is the first
JCU player to be named Player of the Week since
Katy Perone on Oct. 27, 1996.

with all four losses coming against Mount Union.
BLUE STREAK OAC LEADERS :

ON THE AUTUMN LINKS - In its biggest
tournament of the fall season, the golf team
placed fourth out of ll teams at the Onerbein
Fall Invitational junior Greg Kencson led
with a 153, including a 74 in the second
He finished in a tie for fourth overall

,l,r,o.i~exrra

point.
s been extreme! y
g 5-for-5, including a
STREAKINGSTREAKS-Juniorsplitendjosn
McDaniels and junior tight end Tom Koltz have
each caught at least one pass ineachof the last 14
games, the longest current streak on the ream ...
The football team is 21-3-2 in its last 26 road
g.<~mes. with both losses coming at the hands of
ou nr

nion, tli rs wce k sopponen r .. Tl1e Bl ue

Streaks are 76-2-2 under coach Tony DeCarlo
when scoring 20 or more poi ms... .Senior quarterback Nick Caserio is 25-4-2 as theJCU starter

• Men's Soccer - Junior goalkeeper Paul
Habrecht is third in shutouts with three in six
games.
• Women's Soccer- Sophomore goalkeeper
Samantha Sommer is the conference leader in
saves per game with a 14.0 average.
TRIVIA ANSWER -In 1995, Brady Brosnahan,
Adrian Del Busso, Erik Chiprich,johnjurcevic.
and
1 m
fi
a A OAC, the most first team A!!-OAC players the
squad has had. The team finished 8-0-1 in the
conference that season.
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Men second at tourney;
top OAC foes next
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter
Shifting gears is the order of
play for the John Carroll University men 'ssoccer team,as the team
enters its first week of incense Ohio
Athlet ic Conference play.
TheBiueStreaksfinished in the
runner-up position last weekend
at the Wilmington Kiwani s Tournament, defea tin g Thomas More,
2-1, by virtue of first half goals
from junior Jeb Schmltl and
sophomore Mark Stich, who tallied the first goal of his collegiate
career.
Senior jon Bowman and sophomore Brian Sevchek assisted. john
Carroll was shut out by host
Wilmington in thechampionship
game, 3-0.
Coming off the second runnerup tournament showing for JCU
this season, the Blue Streaks wi ll
attempt to focus their attention
closer to home.
Of John Carroll's nine remaining games, eight are conference
games.
Playing against conference opponents, according to head coach
Ali Kazemaini, now in his seventh
year at the helm of thejCU soccer
program,involvesad ifferenr game
plan.
"Basically, our season is divided
into two parts," said Kazemaini.
"The first is based on the strength
of our schedule. We try to play
ranked teams to serve as training
sessions for us and to make a name
for ourselves in the NCAA."
Thatpartoftheseasonisnearly

at a close for john Carroll. The
lone non-conference match remaining is at home against
Wooster on October 5.
"We prepare different! y for conference games," Kazemaini said.
"Against the good lnon-league]
teams we play a wide open game
to see how we measure up to the
elite.
"In the conference we are the

S1REAKS

Stuck

®

Next game: Sat. vs. ONU
Site, Time: Varsity Field, 2:00
Key FactJCU beat Ohio
Northern , 1-0, last season , one
of fourOACgames the Streaks
won by that score.
top dogs, and everyone else is tryingtoknockoursocksoff ln OAC
games, we play to win. Our goal is
to make the playoffs and continue ."
Kazemaini hopes to have one
of his big guns back in action m
sophomore forward Brian Cavalier. Cavalier, whosuffered a pulled
hamstring in the Lake Erie game,
has sa t out for two weeks, but
should return this week m tim e
for the stan of conference play.
"! might be a little reserved at
first," Cavalier said. "But if it's better, it's better, and I should be able
to play as well as 1 was playing
before."
The Blue Streaks have com pi led
a regu Ia r season conference record
of 45-5-5 under Kazemaini's rei gn,
including a 4-0 shutout of
Muskingum in this year's conference opener.
john Carroll traveled to Berea
yesterday to take on BaldwinWallace in the second conference
a me of the season.

BW, ra nked just one place below JCU at seventh in the Great
Lakes Region as of Sept. 21, ha s the
best overall record in the OAC and
is coming off an upset of defending
league
co-champion
Otterbein.
Of Kazemai ni's five regular season conferen ce losses, two came
against the Yellow jackets at their
home field.
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Two late victories salvage trip to Ohio Wesleyan
Matt Rayl

men's soccer

SPORTS
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Assistant Sports Edrtor

Afte r splitting another set of
weekend matches, this time at the
Ohio Wesleyan Bishop Invitational, thejohnCarroll Universi ty
volleyball team again finds itself
treading water near .500 heading
into conference play.
Howeve r, the fading memories
of an 0-4 start are receding as the
Blue St reaks have rebounded to
win 9 of their last IS matches, including a fifth place finish at
Wesleyan. Despite th is significant
turn around, JCU is by no means
satisfied with its level of play after
one month of the season.
"Th1s past weekend we had
times of greatness and weakness,"
senior Nicole Peterson said . "Although we played a lot better, we
need to keep improv ing."
Ultimately, a brief two-match
winning streak came toanabrupt

volleyball

•

Next Match:Tonight at Wooster
Site, time: Wooster, 7:00
Key Fact The Blue Streaks beat
Wooster last season, 3-0.

halt Tuesday at the hands of Ohio D'Angelo on the blocks list. "I
Northern University in the Ohio make a point of being at every
Athletic Conference opener, 15-6, practice and every game. You
15-6,17-15. The Blue Streaks once should expect that of your teamagain fell below rhe.SOOmark with mates, as well-all or nothing."
Along with Ridenour, junior
the loss.
With the conference opener at Melissa Samblanet solidified the
0 U on rhe horizon, the tourna- defense with 44digs, while makmenr at Ohio Wesleyan ended on ing just rwo errors in 42 attempts
a high note. The Blue Streaks on serve reception.
swept Otterbein Saturday in three
Senior Pamj1mison continued
hard-fought games 15-ll, 15-13, her exce llent play, moving into
and 15-10.
third place on JCU's career digs
Earlier in the day,JCU began to list(1,459asof Monday.) The three
salvage its week with a victory combined for 185digson the weekover Franklin, three games to one. end.
It gained some measure of revenge,
The first night of the tournaas Carroll had been soundly de- ment was the dark tunnel blockfeated by Franklin Sept. 5 at the ing out any eventual light for the
Thomas More Class1c.
jCU wome n. The Blue Streaks lost
Although the women showed two very frustrating rna tc hes to
improvement in a number of ar- regionally-ran ked Washington
eas, the defense turned it up a andjefferson and conference rival
notch at the Bishop Invitational Otterbein.
As expected, senior Molly
A roller-coaster five-game
Ridenour turned in yet another match against the host team mooutstanding performance.
mentarily deflated the spirits
In movingmtosecond place on of Carroll.
JCU 's career blocks list (430),
The Blue Streaks followed
Ridenour was named OAC Player losses in gamesoneand three with
of the Week. She compiled 21 wins in two and four. The comeblocks over the weekend togo with back fell short, however, as a heart72 kills, 70 digs, and four service breaking17-15defeat in the decidaces.
ing fifth game gave JCU an 0-2
"Since I was a freshman, I've record for the day.
jCU hopes to stan another winbeen playing every game,"
Ridenour said about surpassing ning streak as it travels to Wooster
former jCU standout Karen tonight in non-conference play.

photo by hm t<oh r

Sophomore Beth Dyer leaps to spike a set at a recent practice
for the volleyball team. The Blue Streaks finished in fifth place
at the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational this past weekend, and
dropped a three-game match to ONU Tuesday.

Pittsburgh freshmen lead women to fourth at Wooster
Julie McHugh

h ad on l Yt hree seconds se paranng
· t hem.

The John Carroll University women's
cross co unt ry team utilized its team work
ro place fourth of eight reams at Wooster
lnvitanonal on Saturday. For the second
consecuti ve week, freshmen Molly Byrnes
and Julie Zajac led the pack.
Both freshmen were recruited from
North Allegheny High School in Pittsburgh
from the same class of 1998 and are still
running together in from. Byrnes finished
seventh with a time of 20:44 and was the
first Blue Streak across the finish line for
the second straight week.
Zajac and junior Molly Mayer were a step
behind Byrnes to place 14th and 15th with
times of 21"08and 21:11, respectively. These
two runners paced themselves toge ther and

to help pull each other along during the
race," Mayer said. "Knowing thatjulie Zajac
was right in front of me encouraged me to
run with her for a strong finish. "
Baldwin-Wallace won the meet with 29
points. In the meet, the Blue Streaks beat
two Ohio Athletic Conference opponents,
Muski ngum and Capital.
'Out of the 26 teams in the region last
year, we finished 22nd. !Ar that meet] we
ran our fourth, fifth and seventh place finishers from these past meets," head coach
Kathy Lanese said.
"l was pleased the girls were able to step
it up a level by being able to compete with
these top level teams."
The course at the Wooster invitational

· ·
wasmuc h moredifficultthanthel\atcourse

also marked the second week where jumor
-~~~'-,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.

women ran at the National Catholic lnvira- Prior co that, she went 19consecutlve races
tionallast weekend in South Bend.
at the top spot At Wooster, Pagano finished
The Wooster course
fifth on the team and
37th overall, four places
consisted of many hills
and was a slower course
and 42 seconds behind
sophomore Allison
overall.
"The hillsand the heat
Brown, who came in
took a bite out of every3Jrd.
one running last Sat urThe men were off this
day,' Lanese said. ' Even
week, and, like the footthough the times were
Next (men} Mount Union ln v.
ball team, travel to
slow, l was pleased with
Next (women): Lakefronr lnv.
Mount Union this weektheir fourth place finish,
Day: Saturday
end. The women will
because we were up
Key fact james Van Dress led
make their second tri p
the men's team at Mount last
west of the season, at the
against three of the top
finishe rs in our region.'
year, finishing 2Jrd.
Lakef rom In vita tiona!
The Wooster meet
in Chicago.

cross country

jerry Schuplinski
Senior, Football
Set career highs in
both receptions andreceiving yards when he
pulled in eight catches
for 128 yards against
Otterbein on Saturday.
Tied for fourth place in
the OAC with nearly
five catches per game.

Molly Ridenour
Senior, Volleyball
Moved into second
place on the JCU alltime blocks list with
4 30, as she collected 21
last weekend in the
OhioWesleyan Bishop
Invitational. Also had
a team-high 72 kills, 70
digs and 4 service aces.
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Short tenn solution to the
parking problem.

Technologically
I Challenged
On the john Carroll homepage, there is a section
which is entitled "Technology on campus" This
seems a bit strange when you take into consideration the fact that most of the computers on campus pre-date the abacus.
But attempts have been made to update the technology on campus from a Motel6 to a Holiday Inn.
Unfortunately, the showers still have awful water
flow and the air conditioners never shut off.
As of this year, the computers in thefront foyer of
the library no longer have email access. All that
they can be used for is research within the library
catalog.
That means that any emailers are banished to
one of the computer labs, which are perpetually
down and even when they are functional, the single
printer takes so much abuse that it breaks down
before it even gets a chance to run out of paper (see
the RecPlex printers).
There are new computers on campus this year.
They reside in O'Malley Center room 201. They
have Windows 95, larger memories and MicrQSOft
Word 7.0, which is a necessity foranyonewhowams
to make changes to a paper before printing it.
Unfortunately, because they are new, they are
cons tan tl yin use, both for classes and seminars. So
H you can get in there before 9:00PM and find the
printer both working and equipped with paper, you
can get something accomplished.
Also new this year is a fee for downloading the
VAX system without having the university install
your internet card. This is outrageous.
Why should we have to pay twice to check our
own email account from the privacy of our own
room? It is certainly easierthan walking all the way
to the library and waiting for a working terminal,
hoping that it processes faster than Rome was built.
Technology on this campus is in sad shape. Windows 3.1 moves with a11 the swiftness of a sloth. The
cable channels available on campus pale in comparison to other universities.
The phone lines are constantly clogged up; and if
anyone out there can use their call-waiting without
hanging up on someone, could you teach the rest of
us?
One of the most annoying things has to be the
AIM machine. Not only is it the sole machine on
campus, it seems to always be out of receipt paper,
toner or most importantly, money. This is an issue
the umversity needs to address.
There are a lot of students getting charged $1.50
by the machine and then an additional $1.50 by
their bank to withdraw a measly $10. Those transaction fees add up about midway through the second semester.
Overall, when taken into consideration, the technological state ofJohn Carroll is pathetic. From the
computers to the AIM machine, to the washers and
dryers which don't wash, nor dry, this campus needs
help. And let's hope it comes a little faster than the
solution to the parking problem.

The Carroll News, October 1,1998
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HURRICANE GEORGES•••
While hurrica.tze Georges was very lkstroctive and unfortuate, it
provided the general public some memorable moments-- both
humorous and otherwise.

HITB &
HIT: New BMX freestyle bike course behind Rodman. miss[ing]
sleep: Students in dorms near the construction of the new parking
lot. Don't quiet hours include 7 a.m.? miss: Anyone wearing those
yellow Abercrombie pants. They look like firefighters. miss: Has
anyone else been sick every day since classes started? HIT: Oldfashioned baseball excitement thanks to the wild card tie. miss:
The weather: wear a tank top, take a parka. miss: Having an
outstanding balance of $0.17 and having your CampusMCI phone
service turned off.

Staff Commentary

Catch a Glintz
of originality
jaret Wright did it,Joshuajackson did it, and male
john Carroll students have been subjected to the fad
and are following
Blonde-fever has struck Carroll
hard. I can't walk to or from class
without seeing at least four different guys with a touch of unnatural
blonde in their hair Maybe I'm just
out of the loop, but I don't see the big
attraction to it.
Certainly they can't believe the
Lisa Foster
cheesy cliche that blondes have
Features Editor
morefun. Butistheonlyreasonthis
phenomenon has swept cam pus because "everybody's doing it?''
I've asked around to many people and either people
don't have an explanation, or they simply say, "It's just
cool." Oh,okay, that explains it then . If it's cool, then we
should all do it.
I admit to being part of the teenage rebellion stage in
high school and dying my hair eccentric colors, but I
thought we were past the stage of trying to shock and
amaze those around us. l was under the impression
that people had their own identities and that following
short-lived fads was a thing of the past,
I guess I was wrong. l must be naive to think that
people should do what they do because they want to,
not because everybody else is and it's "the thing to do."
I commend those men who have resisted the seeming! y irresist1 ble urge to take Clairol Hair color-Golden
Blonde to their hair, you are strong and few.
I understand that there are those people who think
going back to their natural hair color is boring and
condradicts my point. But then I ask of you, isn't there
enough conformity on campus? Why top that off by
not only having the same cargo pants as everybody
else, but also the same hair color?
Retreating to high school fads and ways of thinking
will not get you noticed.
As a brunette, I'm quite partial to my hair color, why
betray us brunettes and go blonde? I beg you, stop the
blonde insanity and come back to the dark side, the
brunette side.

TilE CARROLL NEWS I
Tom O'Konowitz

Editor-in-Chief

It's not everydtly that we see our weatherforeCIISters get outfrom
behind the desk Q1' away from the Doppler map. But Georges gave us
some hilarious moments when weather teamsfrom across the country
ventured down south to report on the hurricane --from evacuated
areas. A favorite memory: the five foot woman in her bright blue rain
poncho reportingfrom the oceanfront could barely stand up while she
gave her news report. Her hair was windbloum to say the least.
Luckily she had the sense to eventually grab a nearoy pole fQI' support.
It was just in time ... She was almost swept away.
Returning to the news, it was hilarious to watch the news reporters
struggle with the 1Ulme "Georges" every night. Some caught on quickly
that it is pronounced "zhorzh," but others were not so lucky. Many
insisted on saying George, some said George in the plural form, and
some tried but failed miserably to pronounce it right. judd Hambrick
had quite a hard time when he tried, and he could probably win on
'The WQI'ld's Funniest Newscasts"fQI' his efforts.
Apparently it took a burr/cane to take just some ofthe media
attention away from the constant coverage ofthe Clinton scando.l. It's
kind ofridiculous to be relieved to watch hurricane coverage, but it
sure is better than the endless Clinton sa a.

Meagan Lynch

Managing Editor

Your Horoscope

Robert T. Noll

Adviser
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Letter to the Editor
I've thought way too long on
The pamphlet also seems to be
how to expla in my surprise at the opinionated, with a negative attipamphlet "Dealing wHh Sexual tude towards men; this is unnecAssault" that John Carroll Uni- essary. Under the secuon "Men
versity Counseling Services dis- and Sexual Assault," the author
tributed
states. "Rape is at least as much a
Let me point out a few inad- men's issue as 11 is a women's isequacies with this literature.
sue."
The author writes, "If you are
Instead of offering services to
of legal age and use alcohol, use it those psychologically-affected
responsibly." First of all, 1 will men who have been intimately
state the obvious: people under tied to a woman who has been
21 drink. It LS as if the author is raped, the author is more incermore concerned with following ested in articulating a personal
the law than being realistic.
agenda, coining inappropriate,
A statistic is then presented umversal phrases, such as: "Rape
concerning men's alcohol con- will stop when men stop raping."
sumption related to rape. StatisAlthough this is true, there is
tics concerning women's con- no need w associate all men with
sumption are not given. In order rape in a university provided pamtomakewomen aware of the risks phlet which, in my opimon, has
of drinking it may be helpful to no place w accuse, but to mform
include a statistic concern ing lnotherwords,thisdoesnot need
women's alcohol consumption to be said Please, lam notsuggest·
and its relation to rape.
ing that violence is justifiable.
The pamphlet gives "Signs to
There IS no reason any man,
watch out for." All of these sug- woman or child should be subject
gestions concern being aware of to inhumane treatment. l do fmd,
a man's treatment of a woman. however, some of the language and
All of these are valid; however, if its presentation in this pam ph let
"15-30 percent [oflcollege women biased and violent
report experiencing acquainI do not believe the following
tance acquaintance rape," then statement to be true but if l were
70-85 percent of women do not to state, "Rape will stop when
know their assailant.
women get smart," l know people
The author offers no sugges- would find offense.
tions fora woman's general safety,
other than "Do not accept drinks
Frank Feola
from casual acquaintances or
Class of 1999
leave a drink unattended."

Letters to the Editor are due in The
Mrmdays. Please type them and
include signature and graduation year

Aries

(March 21 to Aprill9) A friend gives you good advice about a career matter. Mentally, you seem
recharged and will have much to say to those you contact at this time. Your self-confidence is high- use that
to your advantage.

Taurus

(April 20 to May 20) judgment is excellent about financial interests- go with your
instmcts about the purchase you've been contemplating. A friend may ask a favor of you,so don't shut him/
her out. The weekend finds you wanting some time for yourself.
News Clare Taft
Megan Hetman
Entertainment Aaron Baker
Features lisa Foster
Sports Mark Boleky
Robert McCarthy
Matt Ray!
Opinion Nick Kovach
Photography Jim Kolar
Photo Adviser Alan Stephenson, Ph.D.

Gemini

(May 21 to june 20) This is a good week for making important phonecallsand for mental
work in general. but don't stress out. This weekend will be a much-needed time to relax. You're blessed with
new ideas and are effective in presenting them to others.

Cancer

(June 21 to july 22) Avoid impulsive statements in the early part of next week, you don't
want to find yourself offending a good friend. You're articulate, convincing and mentally sharp.

LeO

(July 23 to August 22) Stock up on necessities you require. Hobbies of a mental nature appeal to you.
You'll reach a good understanding with a romantic interest this week.

Virgo

(August 2310 September 22) You know your own mind and will be convincing in what
you have to say. It should be a busy week on the phone for you, keep in touch with the friends at home.

Libra

(September 23 10 October 22) It's a good week to sign contracts and to reach other
important agreements. Communicate with friends when you have troubles, that is the only way things will
get better. Listen attentively to what friends have to say

Scorpio

(October 23 to ovember 21) You're shrewd and insightful where financial matters are
concerned, but don't be afraid to splurge on something you really want once in awhile. Get out and enjoy
yourself this weekend- that new relationship you've been hoping for won't develop on its own.

Relax, it's only
your future we're
talking about.
With 60 years of proven success getting students into
the schools of their choice, we're the chosen leader in
test prep. Just ask anyone who's taken Kaplan. They
can easily be found at agrad school near you.

-

LSAT CLASSES STARTING OCTOBER 5th & 15th

Sagittarius

The Ca rroll ews is published weekly by the stu·
dents of john Carroll Universi ty The opimons expressed in editorials and cartoons are those of the
Carroll News editorial Slaff,and not necessaril ytho>e
of JCU's admimstratton, facuhy or students S1gned
material and comics are solely the view of the author.
The Carroll News is printed on 70% recycled paper.
One co py of the Carroll News os available to each
member of the JCU community at no cost. Additional copies are valued at 25 cents each.

(November 22 to December 21) Others will listen to your fine advice. Don't
hesitate on getting involved m activities, many will benefit from your mput. You may decide to sign up for
a course of study

Capricorn

(December 22 to January 19) Meet with higher-ups and schedule important
interviews this week. You mayreceivesomerecognition for the good work that you have done. Commumcate
your fmancial problems with others- somethmg may open up to help you out.

How to reach us:

(January 20 to February 18) You're eloquent and will make a favorable tmpr~s
SIOn on those you contact at thts ume. A trusted friend gJVes you good advtce, be open to It. Group actiVIties
are a plu;.

(216)397-44 79 (Ed ito ria!)
(216)397 -4 398 (Business)
CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxajcu.edu

(Februarr 19 to March 20J A sma:I mila non could anse wnh a friend Keep your cool and
rcm.ti '1 focused on the big picture Don t procrastinate any longer on that midterm research proJect

Aquarius
Pisces

l·BDO·KAP· TEST
www.kaplan.com
'Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

The world leader in test prep
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Technologically
Challenged
On the john Carroll homepage, there is a section
which is entitled 'Technology on campus." This
seems a bit strange when you take into consideration the fact that most of the computers on campus pre-date the abacus.
But attempts have been made to update the technology on campus from a Motel6 to a Holiday Inn.
Unfortunately, the showers still have awful water
flow and the air conditioners never shut off.
As of this year, the computers in the front foyer of
the library no longer have email access. All that
they can be used for is research within the library
catalog.
That means that any emailers are banished to
one of the computer labs, which are perpetually
down and even when they are functional, the single
printer takes so much abuse that it breaks down
before it even gets a chance to run out of paper (see
the RecPlex primers).
There are new computers on campus this year.
They reside in O'Malley Center room 201. They
have Windows 95, larger memories and Microsoft
Word 7.0, which is a necessity for anyone who wants
to make changes to a paper before printing it.
Unfortunately, because they are new, they are
constantly i.n use, both for classes and seminars. So
if you can get in there before 9:00PM and find the
printer both working and equipped with paper, you
can get something accomplished.
Also new this year is a fee for downloading the
VAX system without having the university install
your internet card. This is outrageous.
Why should we have to pay twice to check our
own email account from the privacy of our own
room"' It is certain1y easier than walking all the way
to the library and waiting for a working terminal,
hoping that it processes fasterthan Rome was built.
Technology on this campus is in sad shape. Windows3.1 moves with all theswiftnessof a sloth. The
cable channels available on campus pale in comparison to other universities.
The phone lines are constantly clogged up; and if
anyone out there can use their call-waiting without
hanging up on someone, could you teach the rest of
us?
One of the most annoying things has to be the
AIM machine. Not only is it the sole machine on
campus, it seems to always be out of receipt paper,
toner or most importantly, money. This is an issue
the university needs to address.
There are a lot of students geuing charged $1.50
by the machine and then an additional $1.50 by
their bank to withdraw a measly $10. Those transaction fees add up about midway through the second semester.
Overall, when taken into consideration, the technological state of]ohn Carroll is pathetic. From the
corn puters to the ATM machine, to the washers and
dryers which don't wash, nor dry, this campus needs
help. And let's hope it comes a little faster than the
solution to the parking problem.

The Carroll News, October 1, 1998

While hurricane Georges was very destructive and unforttlllte, it
provided the general public some memorable 11UJ11Umts -- both
humorous and otherwise.

HITS &
HIT:

New BMX freestyle bike course behind Rodman. miss[ing]
sleep: Students in dorms near the construction of the new parking
lot. Don't quiet hours include 7 a.m.? miss: Anyone wearing those
yellow Abercrombie pants. They look like f irefighters. miss: Has
anyone else been sick every day since classes started? HIT: Oldfashioned baseball excitement thanks to the wild card tie. miss:
The weather: wear a tank top, take a parka. miss: Having an
outstanding balance of $0.17 and having your CampusMCI phone
service turned off.

Staff Commentary

Catch a Glintz
of originality
jaret Wright did it,JoshuaJackson did it, and male
John Carroll students have been subjected to the fa d
and are following.
Blonde-fever has struck Carroll
hard. I can't walk to or from class
without seeing at least four differem guys with a touch of unnatural
blonde in their hair. Maybe I'm just
out of the loop, but I don't seethe big
attraction to it.
Certainly they can't believe the
Lisa Foster
cheesy cliche that blondes have
Features Editor
morefun. Butistheonlyreasonthis
phenomenon has swept campus because "everybody's doing it?"
I've asked around to many people and either people
don't have an explanation, or they simp! y say, "It's just
cooL" Oh,okay, that explains it then . If it's cool, then we
should all do it.
I ad mit to being part of the teenage rebellion stage in
high school and dying my hair eccentric colors, but I
thought we were past the stage of trying to shock and
amaze those around us. I was under the impression
that people had their own identities and that following
short-lived fads was a thing of the past,
I guess I was wrong. I must be naive to think that
people should do what they do because they want to,
not because everybody else is and it's "the thing to do."
I commend those men who have resisted the seeming! y irresistible urge to take Clairol Hair color-Golden
Blonde to their hair, you are strong and few
I understand that there are those people who think
going back to their natural hair color is boring and
condradicts my point. But then I ask of you, isn't there
enough conformity on campus? Why top that off by
not only having the same cargo pams as everybody
else, but also the same hair color?
Retreating to high school fads and ways of thinking
will not get you noticed.
As a brunette, I'm quite partial to my hair color, why
betray us brunettes and go blonde? I beg you, stop the
blonde insanity and come back to the dark side, the
brunette side.

THE CARROLL NEWS
Tom O'Konowitz

Editor-in-Chief

It's not everyday that we see our weather forecasters get outfrom
behind the desk or away from the Doppler map. But Georges gave us
some hilarl.ous tn011Umls when weather teamsfrom across the country
ventured tkJwn south to report on the hurricane --from evtiCUIIted
areas. Afavorite memory: the ftvefoot WOt1Uln in her bright blue rain
poncho reportingfrom the oceanfront could barely stand up while she
gave her news report. Her hair was windblown to say the least.
Luckily she had the sense to eventtllllly grab a nearby pole for support.
It was just in time ... She was almost swept away.
Returning to the news, it was htlarrous to watch the news reporters
struggle with the name "Georges" every night. Some caught on quickly
that it is pronounced ''zhorzh," but others were not SQ lucky. Many
insisted on saying George, some said George in the plural form, and
some tried but failed miserably to protumnce it right. judd Hambrick
had quite a hard time when he trled, and he could probably win on
'The World's Funniest Newscasts"for his efforts.
Apparently it took a hurrictlne to take just some of the media
attention away from the cotrstant coverage of the Clinton scandal. It's
kind of ridiculous to be relieved to watch hurricane coverage, but it
sure i.s better than the endless Clinton sa a.

Meagan Lynch
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Letter to the Editor
I've thought way too long on
how to explain my surprise at the
pamphlet "Dealing with Sexual
Assault" that John Carroll University Counseling Services distributed.
Let me point out a few inad·
equacies with this luerature.
The author writes, "l£ you are
of legal age and use alcohol, use it
responsibly." First of all, l will
state the obvious: people under
21 drink It is as i£ the author is
more concerned with following
the Jaw than being realistic.
A statistic is then presented
concerning men's alcohol consumption related to rape. Statistics concerning women's consumption are not given. In order
to make women aware of the risks
of drinking it may be helpful to
include a statistic concerning
women's alcohol consumption
and its relation to rape .
The pamphlet gives "Signs to
watch out for." Al1 of th ese suggestions concern being aware of
a man 's treatment of a woman.
All of these are valid; howeve r, if
"15-30 percent Iof] college women
report experiencing acquainta nce acquaintance rape: then
70·85 percent of women do not
know their assailant.
The author offers no suggestions fora woman's general safety,
other than "Do not accept drinks
from casual acquaintances or
leave a drink unattended."

The pamphlet also seems to be
opinionated, with a negauve atti·
tude towards men; this is unnecessary. Under the section "Men
and Sexual Assault," the author
states, "Rape is at least as much a
men's issue as it is a women's issue."
Instead of offering services ro
those psychologically-affected
men who have been intimately
tied to a woman who has been
raped, the author is more interested in arttculating a personal
agenda, coining inappropriate,
universal phrases, such as: "Rape
will stop when men stOp raping."
Although this is true, there 1s
no need to associate all men with
rape in a university provided pamphlet which, in my opinion, has
no place to accuse, but to inform
ln other words, this does not need
to be said. Please, lam not suggest·
ing that violence is justifiable.
There IS no reason any man,
woman or child should be sub_Ject
to 1nhumane treatment. l do find ,
however,some of the Ia nguage and
its prese ntation in this pamphlet
biased and violent.
l do not believe the following
statement to be true but if l were
to state, "Rape will stop when
women get smart," l know people
would fmd offense.
Frank Feola
Class of 1999

Letters to the Editor are due in The
M()IU/ays. Please type them and

Managing Editor

Your Horoscope

Robert T. Noll

Adviser

inclt.Uk signature and graduation year

Aries

(March 21 to Aprill9) A friend gives you good advice about a career matter. Mentally, you seem
rech arged and will have much to say ro those you contact at this time. Yourself -confidence is high -use that
to your advantage.

Taurus

(April 20 to May 20) Judgment is excellent about financial interests -go with your
insti nets about the purchase you've been contemplating. A friend may ask a favor of you, so don't shut him/
her out. The weekend finds you wanting some time for yourself.
News Clare Taft
Megan Hetman
Entertainment

Aaron Baker

Features Lisa Foster
Sports Mark Boleky
Robert McCarthy
Matt Ray!
Opinion Nick Kovach
Photography Jim Kolar
Photo Adviser Alan Stephenson, Ph.D.

Gemini

(May 21 to june 20) ThiS is a good week for making important phonecallsand for mental
work in general, but don't stress out. This weekend will be a much-needed time to relax. You're blessed with
new ideas and are effective in presenting them to others.

Cancer

(june 21 to July 22) Avoid impulsive statements in the early pan of next week, you don't
want to find yourself offending a good friend. You're articulate, convincing and mentally sharp.

LeO

(July23 to August 22) Stock upon necessities you require. Hobbies of a mental nature appeal to you.
You'll reach a good understanding with a romantic interest this week.

Virgo

(August 23 to September 22) You know your own mind and will be convincing in what
you have to say. lt should be a busy week on the phone for you, keep Ill touch with the friends at home.

Libra

(September 23 to October 22) It's a good week to sign contracts and to reach other
important agreements. Communicate with friends when you have troubles, that is theonlywaythings will
get better. Listen attentive! y to what rriends have to say.

Scorpio

(October 23 to November 21) You're shrewd and insightful where financial matters are
concerned, but don't be afra id to splurge on something you really want once in awhile. Get out and enjoy
yourself this weekend- that new relationship you've been hoping for won't develop on its own.

Relax, it's only
your future we're
talking about.
With 60 years of proven success getting students into
the schools of their choice, we)re the chosen leader in
test prep. Just ask anyone who's taken Kaplan. They
can easily be found at agrad school near you.
LSAT CLASSES STARTING OCTOBER 5th & 15th

Sagi ttari US

The Carroll News is published weekly by the stu·
dents of john Carroll Universny. The opmions ex·
pressed 1n editorials and cartoons are those of the
Carroll Newseditorialstaff,andnot necessanly <hose
of JCU's adminiSira<ion, faculty or Sludems Signed
material and comicsare solely the view of theaurhor.
The Carroll News is primed on 70% recycled paper .
One copy of the Carroll News is ava.lable to each
member of the JCU community at no cost . Addt·
lienal copies are valued a< 25 cems each.

(November 22 to December 21) Others will listen to your fin e advice. Don't
hes1tare on getting involved in activities, many will benefit from your input. You may decide to sign up for
a course of study.

Capricorn

(December 22 to January 19) Meet w1th higher-ups and schedule 1mportant
interviews this week. You mayreceivesomerecognitionfor the good work that you have done. Communicate
your fmancial problems with others - something may open up to help you out.

Aquarius

How to reach us:

(january 20 to February 18) You're eloquent and will make a favorable impression on those you contact at this lime. A trusted f nend gives you good adviCe, be open to it Group activities
are a plus.

(216)397-4479 (Editorial)
(216)397 -4398 (Business)
CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxaJcu.edu

(Februarr 19to M;lTCh 20J A small 1rnrauon could arise w11h a friend. Keepyourcooland
reman toe used on the b 1g pKturc. Don't procrasunate anr longer on that midterm research project

Pisces

1·800·KAP· TEST
www.kaplan.com
'Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

CLASSIFIEDS
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SITTERS NEEDED
Babysitter for 3 school age
children ;
Part
time ,
weekends, and occasional
weeknights in Pepper Pike.
(Lander/Fairmount area.)
Please call 581-0470.
Babysitter wanted: flex ible
hours, walking dista nce to
JCU. Please call 321-3545.

,...

Babysi tter needed in Shaker
Heights! Flexiblehrs. $7.50/
hr. Experienced, responsible,
dependable, transportation a
must. 3 c hildren. Please call
991-8136.
Babysitter needed! Part time,
flexible hours. Fun loving,
14 month old boy. One mile
from JCU . Please call
Deborah , 297-0815 .
Do you enjoy children? We
are looking for students who
enjoy babysitting to help look
afterourtwochildren (ages 5
and 2 1/2) in our Shaker Hts .
home. $5.00 hourly rate/
Experience and tansportation
required. If interested, please
call752 - 3173

MISCELLANEOUS
Inside Sales - Computer
consulting sales. We are in
need of 2 sales people, 2 or 3
half day s a week. Ca ll
Softstar Consul ti ng at 6910008.
W e pay $$ fo r th e
fol l owi n g: P ez,
Transformers, Star Wars,
G. I. Joe's, R o b o t s,
T hundercats, He-Man, metal
lunchboxes, battery-op tin
toys or any old toys from
'SO's , '60's & '70's. Big Fun,
1827
Coventry
Rd,
Cleveland Hts . 3714FUN(4386)
Voted
Cleveland's best toy store.
Come by & shop for the
coolest gifts & toys in town.
Career Opportun ities for
college men and women!
Marine Corps Officer
Programs. $30K/year to
start! Travel the world!
Superb benefits: medical,
dental , moving expenses,
30-day paid vacation and
more. No obligation until
graduation. Call today! (800)
842 - 2771

C!as:.1fied ads cost $3 00 for tllC first ten words and $.25 for each additional word. To plare a
class1fied ad, 11 must be typed or handwnuen clearly and legibly and sent to or dropped off at the
Carroll News office with payment Classified ads will nOt run without pre-payment. The deadline
for class1ficd a<b IS noon of tllC Monday prior to publication.

Toyota '87 "Trusty Rusty ."
Emissions checked. 40 MPG.
$1 ,100. Call 37 1-4807 .
Seam stress av ailabl e. I'm
experienced and reasonable.
Please call Jean at 691 - 1890

The Carroll News, October 1, 1998

KING CROSSWORD
author
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We have an opportunity fo1
someone who wo uld like tu
learn abou t the home medical
equipme n t
ind ustr y.
Responsib i li ties inc lude
mo nitoring, servicing and
delivering home medical
equip . and supplies to
patients in the Cleveland area.
The position offers flexible
hours,working
approximately 15 to 20 hours
per week. Must provide own
tra nsportat ion . Starti n g
salary: $8-10 per h o ur,
plusmileage. Call Mr. Kahn
for appointments 292-4406.
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GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

Challenger

®

THE INTERNATIONAL
CROSSNUMBER GAME

DIRECTI ONS:
)( l. ~
Fill each SQuare with a number . one throu<Jh nine.
• Horozontal SQuares shou ld add to totals on roghl.
• Vertical "Squares should add to totals on bon om
~
• Diagonal squares throu gh cenler should add to
total in upper and l o - right.
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THERE MAY BE MORE
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OLD WIVES' TALE, DO YA ??
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S R V M Y I 0 E R A E Y R

HERE IS A PLEASANT UTILE GAME that will give you a
message every day. It ' s 1 numerical punlo designed to
spoil out your fortune. Count tho lottora In your first namo. If
the number of 1ener111 8 or more , subtract 4 . If the number
Is loaathan 8, add 3. The roault Is your key number. Start at
tho upper loft-hand corner and chock cno of you• key numbers, loft to right . Then road tho moaaago tho loHors under
tha chocked flgurn gtve you.

